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here is no question I · am asked
more often, it seems, than "What
is the secret of your long life,
' . youthful vitality, energy and
drive?"
"No one secret," I usually reply. "I
suppose many things enter into it."
Recently I asked, a man I had never
seeri before, who knew something <;>f
what' is being done and accomplished,
but had never heard of my age,- if he
would guess my age.
"Well," he said thoughtfully, "I suppose in mid or late fifties - perhaps near
sixty." He wouldn't believe . it when I
told him I.will be . 83 in less than two
months.
"
. Many know. that I frequently say jestingly, bu~ significantly nevertheless, that
I 'a m 'now 37 going on 36. For a long
time I went along with Jack Benny,
claiming age 39, But after he admitted
to a much older age, I decided to throw
, away a year, every year.
Seriously, however, 1 doubt if many
men of 50 or 55 could stand up ' under
the rigorous ordeal of constant global
travel, writing, radio and TV interviews,
public speaking, . the responsibility of
majdi' ·c:Jeeisions· in worldwide enterprises, and devoting 14 'hours a day to
vigorous, driving work.
Yet this very constant activity, I'm
sure; is~ part 0l the "secret.'~ ( bav~_just ,
finished writing another article, in which
Soine of this activity was mentioned, an'!
that triggered the idea to devote this
Personal to the same .subject and carry
the subject further. '1think, at this point:
it might be as iD.teresting and helpful to
readers as anything r could·write.
Ever since I was twenty-one years old,
I have been interest",\ in thisquestion·of
youthful longevity. This life-long interest was sparked by a Chautauqua lecture I heard in 1913. :rhe speaker's name
I do not remember, but he had ' been
phYSician and physical trainer to President Howard Taft, whose term in office
_ expired March 4, ' 1913. This doctor-.
physical therapist had interviewed eV,e ry
person in the United States of 100 years
or older. He had questioned every one
as to the reason for such a long
lire.
'
.

Various ones gave va'rious reasons.
Some said it was because they never
used tobacco,. but others had used tobacco all their lives: Some gave credit to
heing teetotalers, but others used Wine,
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especially in their ole! age and even gave
that credit. And so it went.
Just one thing every centenarian did,
yet none gave it any credit. Every one
had taken a dailyrubdowil, either with a
bath towel after a daily bath or with a
massaging brosI! of s'lme sort.
I was impressed by that. I have, followed the daily rubdowns after a daily
shower with near-perfect regularity ever
since.
But I give that only partial credence.
I think my "SEVEN LAWS OF SUCCESS"
.might be applicable here.
Law number one is having the RIGHT
GOAL. It seems most people have. no
goal in life at all They simply driftaiml.sslygoing nowhere. in life.I,started my adult
life with a definite goaL I had chosen the
profession of advertising and journalism.
But forty-eight years ·ago th,;:t was
changed. I learned then that it had pre- .
pared me for the RIGHT goal, whiclL became my LIFE GOAL. It is a very great
comm~sion. and it is even yet far from
FINISHED. I think there is no other "secret"
that has had more to do with l'!eserving
youthful vita:lity and zeal and keeping me
alive and active thirteen years past the
supposed "allotted life span."
That life GOAL keeps me always lopiling .FORWARD, in anticipation, not back_ward,.living on the past. It impels me to
observe carefulJy mlUl)' ofthl! 9ther laws
of success - the DRiVE, the resourcefuiness, the-endurance - sticking to it with
perseverance, when many others would
have gIven up, retired and' decided they.
were too old to stay on the job.
Goal number 2 is proper education to
achieve the goaL Part ' of this- education
blends -into the third law - maintaining
GOOD HEALTH. Without good health one
can accomplish little. I make it part of
my education to study the factors ·that
. maintain good health. I learned that we
humans are just what we eat. We came
out of the ground. We are maintained
by food that grows out of .the ground. I
learned that some famous doctors say
that approximately 90% of sicknesses
and diseases are caused by faulty ·diet.
So I studied; many years ago, to . learn
about nutrition and diet. I try to avoid
excesses of ·starches and the Carbohydrates. I learned that ,d ifferent people
are of different chemical composition,
ami that is why one man's meat is an·
other man's pOison. I learned that I am a
combination of chemical constituenCies,
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Personal from ...

WHAI AHI THI SICRITSOf
MY'YOUTHfUl .VITALITY. .'
INIRGY, DRIVI, AND·lING 'llfl?
stantly in .the 4th law of success - drive!
but tha.! calcium seems to dominate.
Therefore I have tried 'to always conI've kept a determined prod on myself
all my life, to drive, ,drive, ·DRIVE my_
sume a' reasonable amount of milk,
cheese; butter' and other ~i1k products,
self on. "Aren't you going to wear yourbecause they are strong 'iIl calcium.
self out and shorten · Y9ur life doing
that?" one might ask.
.
Could that be the reason I'have not had
· to see a dentist in the last 48 years - .
NEVER! A person can RUST out and
into an early death, but, as long as I get
although I did, prior to learning this
sufficient rest and sleep and necessary
p o 4tt.ofhealth?
,
short
periods of relaxation. .. shall never
I haven't' followed a PER:FECT. regimen
of diet, but I'm sure I have been more
WEAR myself out. Along with this goes '
careful about the food 1 eat than most
DETERMINATION. Often, when I feel like
letting down, I have to use determina·people. Traveling almost .constantly
these days, I. am careful to eat only in
tion and FORCE myself to keep DRIVING
on! .
· tile best hotels and restaurants, and I do
not · sample the strange foods . of other
The combination of all these things
nations, but stay on the plain and simple
has helped me ·to practice the fifth law,
diet I've accustomed myself to these 48
resourcefulness.
.
years.
The 6th law is PERSEVERANCE Part of my education about health has
Hstick-to-it-iveness ." Never 'give up,
never just he down and quit! Many a
been to try to get the right amount of
sleep' and exercise (although I haven't
time I've felt like it. Sometimes ' I have
been getting in as muc.h of that as [ need
given up and quit at bedtime, but after a
recently), and to get plenty of fresh air
night's sleep it's all a NEW BALL GAME,
and water. !n traveling in faraway parts . and next morning I'm plunging into it
of theworld, 'I stick pretty close to botwith renewed vigor and enthusiasm!
tled drinking water.
Then comes the most important <>f all,
Education is something one must purthe 7th law, . which is the guidance of"
sue lifelong, if he expects to maintain
and faith in and reliance. on God the
efficiency, youth, and longevity. I have
Creator. I'm in constant contact with
him aU the day long - EVERY DAY! I
always, therefore, kept my MIND ACTrvE.
And that undoubtedly has contributed
seek his guidance, constantly. I seek and
rely on his HELP, his DELIVERANCE from
greatly to still being spry and active. at
83 (calendar age).
troubies, his PROTECTION from physical
This GOAL has served to prod me .con(Continued on page 7)
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Recent nuclear power deals may herald
the ' beginni ngs of a worldwi de rush t~
join th~ Nuclear Club (see ,also "World watch," p. 4) .
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Philippi ne President Ferdina nd Marcos '
visit with Mao . highlighted China's growing influenc e among the Third World
nations in, East Asia. '
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WHO DISCOVERED
AMERICA FI~ST?
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Exciting new discoveries point to the
inescap able conclus ion that Mediter ranean peoples discove red and settled in
America centurie s before 1492!

AND NOW ••• HOMOSEXUALS
ALLOWED TO WED
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Clergym e.n defy the Bible when they
officiate at "weddi ngs" between two
people of the same sex'.
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FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES ONl. Y?

Garner Ted Armstro ng :: speaks out"
about the insane prolifera tion of nuclear
power' plants .

LOOKI NG AHEAD '
TO EUROPE'S FUTURE
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While following President Ford's trip to
Brussels, Garner Ted ' Armstro ng interviewed at - length Prime Ministe r Leo
Tindem ans of ,Belgium .
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IHI ROOIS-Of
AMIRICAN SUGCISS
by Jeff Calkins

With the passing of America's 199th
birthday and with preparation s being
made"f9f the comi.n g b.icentenni al celebrations. one largely averloo"ked fact is
that the United States is the world ' s
oldest surviving republic and one of this
'p lanet' s oldest continuing governmen ts.
Even more remarkable than the politi...~ cal stability of the American republic is

· its -unprec.ed ented economic success.

Americans enJoy, on a mass scale, ma-

· ter,al well-being undreamed of even by

promised land, with the Atlantic O~ean
being the Red Sea . Governor·J ohn Winthrop saw the New England colonies as
a " city set on a hill , " and Winthrop
himself was later compared to Moses in
a eulogy hy Cotton Mather.
The relationshi p between the ancient
Israelites and the Americans is more
than metaphoric al. It is a~cestraL· The
American people are not blessed for
their own righteousn ess , but for Abraham ' s. The geographic and natural fac·
tors in the equation were Go(fs doing .

the royalty of bygone days.
II" Checking Human Nature
Obviously, something , somewher e,
went right ..
But external surroundin gs do not exnineteenth
'
the
in
ls
intellectua
British
plain the whole of the American succentury often debated the' causes of~the
Trees, minerals, even good Jarm
cess.
American success. liberals argued that
necessarily valuable in
the American experimen t had suc- ' !.!Ind, aren 't
themselves . They must be developed .
ceeded because of its democratic structhat the American strucdegree
ture of governme nt, Conservat ives 'To the
t encourage d that decountered that the American s'uccess ,ture of governmen
velopment , it is responsible .
was due to an accident of geography
The success ' of America 's political
the Constitutio n's acand natural resources , which they called - structure lies in
ce tance of the biblical view of human
" propitious circumstan ces. "
fathers ' per- /
Two larg~ly _ ove,rlooked . !a~t~rs ' -:-:- -" na~u;'e . The founding
IInature of man seems to .
both f?\.Ind In th: Blqle - 'indicate that ' , ception .of the
: " The heart
Jeremiah
,of
out
right
come
.
both Sides were right . ,
is deceitful above all .t hings, and desper· I. Propitious Circumsta nces
ately wicked : who can know it? " (Jere,
miah 17 :9.)
Geograph y and natural resour~~s
Am~r
in
part
immense
an
played
The · designers of the U . S. Constituhave
tion took a most distrustful view of
ica 's success story. The U .S. has been
human nature. They believed that inpolitically buffered by two oceans and
of
threat
stitutions must c,heck men 's selfish imhas hence been free from the
within
poised
army
s
pulses. The genius of the document is
nation'
any great
that it takes human nature into account
easy marching distance of its borders.
and seeks to harness it.
American farmland is among the rich~ . ' The fi&r:y and destructive passions of
est in the world, and the climate favors
war reign in the human heart with much
basis.
mass
a
on
raising crops
more powerful S)Nay than the mild and
" We .. , find ourselves in the peacebeneficien t sentiments of peace; and to
ful possession of the fairest portion' of
exmodel our political systems upon specu- .
~oil.
of
the eanh , as regards fertility
lations of lasting tranquility is to calcu· tent of territory and salubrity of eli·
late on the weaker springs of the human
noted Abraham Lincoln . but
mate,
character, " wrote Alexander Hamilton
this " fairest portion of the earth " was
in Federalist Paper Number 34 .
not the result of " propitious circumThe Cionden;ma tio·n of human nature
stances," but rather divine ·providence .
is even stronger in Federalist Paper
. Essentially , the majority of th,e Ameri51. "Ambition must be made
Number
can people are descendan ts from the
to counteract ambition . , .. It may be b
ancient Hebrew nation of Israel. We inreflection on human ' nature that such
herited the bountiful land of the United
devices should be necessary to control
States as a result of the promises God
the abuses of governmen t, But what is
made ·to the patriarch Abraham. (A
governmen t itself but the greatest of all
fuller explanatio n can be found in the
re'flections on human nature , If men
Ambassa dor College booklet , The
were angels no govern~ent would be
United States and British Common·
necessary
wealth in Prophecy.)
Men, of course, aren ' t angels. The
Interesting ly, Americans have histori ~
longevity of the American governme nt
·anthe
with
themselves
cally compared
derives largely from the series pf checks
cient Israelites, One side of Thomas
and balances which stem ' from a realizaJefferson's proposed seal for the United
tion of this fact,
5ta·tes pictured the children of Israel in
The result has not only been political
the wili:lerness, led ' by a cloud by day
stability, but also the maintenan ce of
'. and a pillar of fire by night. In 1 ],89 ,
the civi ( and economic liberties which
Yale President Ezra Stiles calleQ the
have allowed the transformation of
newly formed United States " God ' s
abundant natural , resources , into the '
American Israel. ..
highest degree of mass material pros·The early Puritans, of course, saw
perity the world has ever known. 0
themselves as Israelites c~ming into the
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"EUROPE OF THE TEN" BY 1978?

Greece Bids for Common
Market Membership
~=

Thomsel'l -

GREEK PRIME MINISTER Caramanlis (right) and West German

Chancellor Schmidt review honor guard in Bonn.

REACTOR SALES: SHORTCUT TO
NUCLEAR NIGHTMARE?

It's now official. The Republic
of Greece has formally applied
for membership in the European Community as its tenth
member.
Though Greece's intention to

join had been widely known for
some time, the announcement

Two recent nuclear power

deals raise the specter of a
worldwide atomic race among

nations which have up to now
been excluded from the nuclear

club.
The Soviet Union has agreed
to provide the hard-~ne Libyan
regime of Colonel Muammar
Quaddafi with a nuclear research center, including a reac-

tor. And the West German
government plans to build a nuclear power plant in Brazil

power facilities in neighboring
Argentina, Brazil's natural rival
for South American influence.
Argentina already has several
reactors in operation in addition
to a plutonium reprocessing

plant, which theoretically allows
her technicians to build a bomb
at will.

ever desire it. While West Ger-

provided an added boost for the

many is under a 1954 treaty not

Community, coming one week
after Britain's massive "Yes"
vote to Europe.

to manufacture atomic weapons

on its territory, Italy has yet to
complete the ratification of the
non-proliferation treaty - a reluctance stemming from the
fear that other Mediterranean

suming this does not happen,
the best guess for full membership is 1978 or-l979.
Clearly Greek Premier Caramanlis feels that potential haz-

Spain's possession of a pilot

mocracy has just returned and

by hasty entry are less impor-

nology. A group of South Ko-

plutonium reprocessing plant,

tant than the need to anchor

rean

access to uranium, and several
reactors.

needs to be shored up by economic help. Vet they are not

assem blymen

have

advocated that their country dethe American nuclear umbrella

With each new entry into the
nuclear club, the chances of nu-

easy, even though Brazil, under
pressure from both Bonn and
Washington, especially the latter, has "pledged" to limit the
production of the new facility to
peaceful uses.

is withdrawn.

clear holocaust increase geo-

anxious to absorb another weak
economy while some present

members - most notably Britain and Italy - are in economic
doldrums. Moreover, Greece's

Japan could also go nuclear

metrically - despite "pledges"

at will with its plutonium repro-

of peaceful intentions and

cessing plant. Indonesia has a

"safeguard" procedures which
can too easily be breached. 0

economy competes directly with
Italy's, specializing in many of
the same agricultural products.

Japan Debates
Defense Posture

meeting with U.S. Defense Secretary Schlesinger this fall.
Well aware of the widespread
ramifications should Japan

research reactor and the oil
money to purchase weapons

Everybody Goes Nuclear?

technology.
India is moving steadily

These two potentially disastrous deals come at a time of

ahead on nuclear weapons research and production. India

growing interest among many

joined the nuclear club in May
1974 with the explosion of her
highly pub~cized "device."
Since that time, the anti bomb
lobby in the India government
has collapsed. The only ques-
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one member of the Community
could veto the process, but as-

countries - Spain, Egypt, or
Israel - may go nuclear.
The fear is highlighted by

velop nuclear weapons in case

ploring the construction of reactors. Brazil's purchase of the
West German nuclear system is
believed partly to be in reaction
to the growing use of nuclear

omy with the other nine. Any

In Asia, Pakistan, Taiwan,
and South Korea are already in
the market for reactor tech-

with a "complete fuel cycle"

and Ecuador all possess the raw
materials and are currently ex-

government of Constantine
Caramanlis, however , has

ters. Now begins a process of
complex negotiations which
could last several years while
participants work out exactly
how to integrate Greece's econ-

presented Common Market officials with a dilemma. On the
one hand, they can't say no to a
European country to which de-

system, wbjch makes conversion
to nuclear weapons relatively

nations in nuclear technology
and hardware, both for peaceful
and military purposes. Increasingly, the distinction between
the two is becoming blurred.
The Shah oflran is quoted in
a French magazine as saying
that his country would be one of
the next to go nuclear militarily.
Turkey's defense minister declares that Turkey also "has the
potential" to go nuclear.
In Latin America, Chile,
Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela,

The decision by the Athens

Assuming Athens' bid is suc-

cessful, the blue and white
Greek flag won't immediately
be run up the empty tenth flagpole in front of EEC headquar-

tion now is how fast India's nu-

clear weapons program will
progress.
South Africa is more advanced in nuclear technology

than India and, according to the
vice president of its atomic en-

ergy board, has the ready capability of making a bomb.
In Europe, West Germany.
Italy, the Netherlands, and Belgium all possess several reactors. Plutonium reprocessing

plants give West Germany ,
Italy and Belgium an immediate nuclear option should they

ards to Greece's economy posed

post-junta Greece firmly in Europe. As he said, "Greece is politically , economically and
culturally a part of Europe." It
is interesting to note that he
also listed "external security" as
a reason to join the EEC - since

he had ended Greek military
participation in NATO.
The significance of the move
by Greece - not widely reported in the world press - is
this: Bible prophecies foretell a
coming ten-nation revival of the

In the wake of communist
victories in Indochina, the pros-

diplomats are carefully follow-

Roman Empire at the close of
this age (see Rev. 17:12).
The Common Market mayor

ing the current discussions.

may not be a forerunner or

pect of an eventual withdrawal
of U.S. forces from Korea; and

Robert S. Ingersoll, Deputy
U.S. Secretary of State and a
former Ambassador to Tokyo,
expressed his personal apprehensions to Congress last year:
"If ever Japan were judged to

rearm , American and European

a general uncertainty about the
American commitment in Asia,

Japanese officials are being
forced to come to grips with
their nation's military defense
posture.

The director general of Japan's Defense Agency, Michita
Sakata, stressing that "now is
the time we should review Ja-

pan's security," has ordered his
staff to prepare an in-depth
white paper on defense to take
a broad look at where things
currently stand. The paper will
coincide with Sakata's planned

be returning to an earlier militarism , tension s would rise
throughout Asia , countries

would arm and China in particular would react strongly.
The situation would be thrown
into even more serious relief
were Japan to acquire a nuclear

capability."
It is believed that Japan, with
its

vast

financial

and tech(Continued on page 5, col. 2)

predecessor of this system. But
it is noteworthy that nine na-

tions are presently linked together economically with
developing political and military bonds. Now Greece, once
part of the old Roman Empire,
has asked to join.
It is also significant that if the
people of Norway had not rejected their government 's

application for Community
membership in the fall of 1972,
there would already be a "Europe of
the Ten." But that area of northwestern Europe had never been a

part of the old Roman Empire or
its revivals. 0
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"Collective
Madness"
Grips Humanity
by Norman Cousins
MOSCOW: From the moment the atomic bomb was
dropped on Hiroshima, the
main question before the world
was whether the human race
was intelligent enough to survive.
Here in "Moscow, where
Americans and Russians have
been discussing ways of bringing the atomic arms race under
control. a positive answer to
that question seems more re- '
mote than ever.
The talks here have had little
difficulty in reaching agreement
about the, dangers of the arms
race. But this concurrence is not
likely to be connected to any
specific program for' CUlling
back on military spending or for
reducing the saturation stockpiles of nuclear weapons.
At least seven nations are at
the presetit producing nuclear
weapons, and at least a dozen
more know how to make them.

Some bombs no~ exist that
are as much more' powerful
- than the first atomic bomb as an
~tiaircraft rocket is"more powerful than a shotgun blast. The
nightmare that was feared thirty
years ago has now become a

reality, What has been happening is that the ' ability of nations
to fashion devastating new
weapons has far outraced their
ability to maintain control over
them or even to understand the
full peril they represent to life
on earth.

Here in Moscow, I have been
listening to the exchanges of the
weapons specialists. They have
a Strangelovian vocabulary all
their own. They talk about
throw-weight, megatonnage,
graduated deterrence, first- and
second-strike capability, retained retaliatory options,
MIRYs and MARYs,
The danger of thiS jargon, of
course, is that it becomes an acceptable way of discussing the
murder of hundreds of millions
of human beings. Eor the jargon obscures the most hideous
fact of all about nuclear warfare; namely, that the nations
using these weapons have not
confined the death they produce
to the enemy population. The
main identifying characteristic
of the new warfare is random
annihilation - radioactivity is
no respecter of orders.
Letthere be no mistake about
it. What is now pending is no
longer a war by one nation
against another but a manmade holocaust .that will con,.
SUIDe human beings and their
civilizations far outside the
boundaries of the warring powers.
The new warfare will put a

torch to the global village that is
now the world.
The first thing that is needed
is to de-mystify the language of
the new ,warfare and to call
things by their right names.
The word "security" is the
first word that has to be rescued
from the new lexicon of doublethink. Supposedly, the arms
race is a way of pursuing "security." Yet the result of the arms
race so far is not greater security
but greater insecurity.
'. The United States and the
Soviet Union are staggering under the weight of a mammoth
surplus of 'nuclear explosives.
- Yet the manufacture and stockpiling of these weapons goes on
at prodigious cost to both societies, with less "security"
than when the stOCkpiling began.
The conclusion is inescapable
thaL the major governments are
now in the grip of a reciprocal
insanity. For behind all the ornamentation of language and
,the apparent facade of scientific
intelligence is the terrifying fact
that the human race today is at '
the mercy of a collective madness.
If we are to retain any respect
for the preciousness of life or
for the delicate fabric of civilizatiGD. some way w~ h:ave to
oe found "to 'restore sanity to the
behavior of nations and to their
idea of how to achieve security.

WIIrlliwalall
by Gene H, Hogberg

The Nuclear Genie IS Out

The world, according to harried disarmament experts, has
entered its "second nuclear age."
They define the "first nuclear age" as the period when the
United States and the Soviet Union monopolized nuclear weapons ,
in their "balance of terror" standoff. The s.econd nuclear age, now
picking up momentum with the rapid spread of nuclear technology
worldwide, could result in upwards of twenty nations having their
own atomic weapons by 1985 - only ten years from now. Within
tlie same coming' decade, forty countries will have "peaceful"
nuclear power facilities generating electricity - thus 'possessing the
first necessary increment to exen;ising the "nuclear option."
Until recently the United States hoped that the spread of
nuclear weapons could be checked via international agreements.
such as the 1968 Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty. Under its terms
three nuclear powers ...: the U.S., the Soviet Union, and Britain pledged not to help nonnuclear nations acquire atomic weapons.
At the same time the three promised to work toward disarmament
to discourage the desire on the part of others to "go nuclear."
The nonnuclear nations who agreed to the NPT in tum
pledged to forego developing their own atomic arsenals. They also
agreed to open up their own peaceful nuclear.'generating facilities
to inspection by teams of inspectors from the U.N. International
Atomic Energy Agency. The IAEA technicians were to make sure
fissionable by-products from the reactors were all totally accounted
fOr, not "lost" or diverted into sub rosa weapons manufacture.
'" Bu't all is not 'well witl! tbe..NPT - for several good ~easons:
- Half of the proS'e nt six members of the ';uclear club
France, China and India - have never agreed to the accord, '
- While 86 nations have ratified the treaty, over 50 countries
have either ignored or signed it but failed to ratify it. Israel, Egypt,
Pakistan and Spain are. among those who have not signed and
show no intention of doing so. Japan has signed the treaty, but
once again a conlroversy in the Diet has prevented its ratification.
- Even countries that are party to the treaty retain the option
~o "go nuclear" at any future date since the text of the treaty
,provides that any signatory can withdraw on three month's notice.
OTTAWA, June 5, Reuter:
- The supposed big inIpetus behind the pact in the first place
Canada today refused to rule
- that the big powers would diligently work toward disarmament
out further sales of its Candu
- simply is not coming off. Almost every week there are announcenuclear reactor even though the
ments of monstrous new missiles and warheads being tested 'or
plufonium processed by the redeployed by the Soviets or breakthroughs in nuclear technology on
actor could be used for nonthe part of the United States.
'
peaceful purposes.
- The rapid expansion in commercial sales of whole "peacePrime Minister . Pierre
ful" nuclear plant complexes is threatening to overwhelm interTrudeau and External Affairs
Minister Allan Mac Eachen de- national inspection controls. According to one estimate, even if all
fined the government's position
safeguards are 99.9 percent effective by 1980, enough plutonium
in the · House of Commons
could be diverted without detection to produce nuclear weapons at
today after Conservative oppo'
the rate of one per week.
sition leader Robert Stanfield
"Peaceful" technology is now the biggest danger of all, in the
called for , suspension of a
aftermath of India's explosion of her "nuclear device" last year. It
planned sale of a Candu reactor
was the first tinle that a reactor - installed ostensibly for peaceful
to South Korea.
purposes - had been employed in providing fissionable material
Mr. Stanfield had charged
that there was no way Canada for a ·bomb. As Fred C. Ikle, Director of the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency warns: "Now It is the. peaceful technology
could prevent plutonium from
one of the Canadian reactors
that provides not only the means, but the cover, in all cases where
being used for nOIipeaceful purwe fear that a new weapons program might be on the way."
.
poses.
The sinlple fact is that signatures, pledges, and solemn agreeMr. Stanfield asked that the
ments mean next to nothing to either 'an irresponsible government
government suspend the sale of or any nation fearful of what a nuclear-an:ned adversary might be
a reactor to South Korea in
capable of doing to it.
view of possible conflict beThus, after being capped for nearly three decades, the Nuclear
tween North Korea and -South
Genie is at last out of the bottle. There is sinlply no way nuclear
Korea.

A-PLANT

SALE GOES ON

l,

,
'"

Mr. Mac Eachen refused and
said South Korea had ratified
the nuclear, non-proliferation
treaty. 0
4

proliferation - and mass destruction as a resull of it,- is going to

be stopped now sbort of tbe mtervention of God A1migbty hinlself.
"And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh
be saved" (Matt. 24:22). 0
'
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MARCOS TRIP TO CHINA

ART BUCHWALD

"Facing Reality" in East Asia
tries had trade relations centuries before Spain and
America ever set foot on Philippine soil. Mr. Marcos, in his
opening remarks at a state din-

ner in Peking, recalled the land
bridges that connected the Philippines to the mainland but

which the ice age flooded and
the "tides of colonialism"
washed away. He also said, "I

have journeyed to China on a
mission ror the 42 million Filipinos of our Republic to assure
ourselves that the bridges.

will

not again

be washed

away."
Upon his arrival home from
his unusually warm reception in

Peking, Mr. Marcos mentioned
MAO TSE-TUNG welcomes Philippine President Marcos (right)
on his arrival in Peking.

MANILA: The recent visit to
China by Philippine President

pact of America's misfortunes
in Asia as a reason for the

Ferdinand Marcos was perhaps
the most 'dramatic affirmation
of his intentio n to es tablish con-

change in Manila's foreign pol-

tacts with the communist world.
During the four-day visit to
China in early June , President
Marcos had one long meeting
with Chairman Mao, two meetings with Premier Chou En-lai
and three meetings with Vice

Premier Teng Hsiao-ping.
The capstone of the trip was
the signing between Marcos and

Premier Chou En-Iai of a joint
communique

which

provided

for the establishment of diplomatic relations between the two
governments. In the oommunique

the Philippine government acknowledged that the People's
Republic of China is the sole
legal government of China. The
Philippines bound itself to break
off all ties with Taiwan.
The Philippines , long a

icy. "This event is not a haphazard move," it told its readers.
" Filipino-Chines e relations
have been in the proverbial
cards for quite some time now,
with the normalization process

tracea ble to May 1972 when the
Philippine government issued
an order allowing economic intercourse with socialist countries. Then two years later,

that the new China connection

does not prejudice old alliances
and relations with other nations
- an obvious reference to the

United States. The President
came home also with the assur-

ance of China's leaders that
they will not strengthen the
Communist Party of the Philippines nor support any subversive activity directed against

the Philippine government.
President Marcos is facing
the reauty of the times, as are
other nations in Southeast Asia.
It could mean that in the future
Communist China will become

the leader or a third world

China became the biggest Philippine trade partner in the So-

power bloc where not all countries are necessarily communist.

cialist bloc."
It is important to note that

While in Peking, President
Marcos stated that China is the
"natural leader of the third
world." 0

the Philippines is geographically close to China (four hours
by jet to Peking) and both coun-

Japan

(Continued from

page 3)

-

Colin Adair

Possibly the best measure of
the overall national attitude is
the current state of Japan 's

strongly anti-communist coun-

nological capacities, could deto-

armed forces, called "Self-De-

try and American ally, but one

nate a nuclear device similar to
India's within two to six months

fense Forces" since Japan is

of a decision to do so. And that

from having formal armies.

option remains open to Japan.
The nuclear non-proliferation

Japan's yearly defense budget
of $3.8 billion is proportionately
one of the smallest in the world,
representing less than 1% of the
nation's GNP. This compares to
8% in the United ·States and 3%

that is now questioning the
value of American military
bases on her soil, thus becomes
the second mem ber of Associa ·
tion of Southeast Asian Nations

treaty, currently before the Jap-

(ASEAN) to recognize Peking
as the sole representative of the
Chinese people.
Malaysia did so about a year
ago. Thailand, another long-

anese Diet, has nOl, as yet , been

time American ally , which is
now seeking to normalize rela-

For the time being, however,
there appears to be little cause
for alarm over a reemergent
militarism. The ultra-nationalistic and militaristic spirit of

tions with both North Vietnam
and the new communist government in the south , is said to be
considering the same move. The

two other ASEAN states are
Singapore and Malaysia.
Commenting on the background leading up to the historic visit, the Philippine Daily
Express in its June 3 issue attempted to play down the imWEEK ENDING JULY 12, 1975

ratified.
"Self-Defense Forces" Couldn't

Hold Out Long

prohibited by its constitution

to 5% in the nations of Western

The
$40 Billion

WANGO
WASHINGTON: While the
rest of the country is fast asleep,
there are men in Washington
working on new defense weapons that will protect us from

any enemy foolish enough to
test our will.

One of them is Kipness who
lives down the street. The other
day at an outdoor barbecue,
Kipness told me about a new
weapons system he was in-

volved with which would make
all other systems obsolete.
It was called W ANGO, which
stands for Walter Arthur Neil
George and Oscar.
Kipness said, " I don't believe
I'm speaking out of school because we're going up to the Hill
in a rew days and ask for $15
billion to get it off the drawing
board."
"What is it?" I asked.
"Well , as you know we now
have submarines that can fire
10 multiple missiles at one lime.

WANGO is a system that can
fire 10 submarines from a missile at the same time."
"That's a lot of submarines,"
I said. "But what good is it to
fire submarines from the air at
the enemy?"

"Then there's A WACS. This
is a $100 million command
plane with the latest sophisticated electronic gear that can

help Air Force generals direct
fighter bombers against targets
from the air instead of the
ground, although they'll probably be obsolete."
"That should be enough
chips to play poker with the
Russians."

" No way. They have the
chips to match them. But so far
they have nothing to compare
to WANGO. Sure, they have
nuclear submarines, but they

still haven't figured out a way of
firing 10 of them at us with a
crazy."

"I 'm not too sure what the

SALT talk poker game is all
about."

consists of only 386 aircraft,
which military analysts estimate

could hold out only four hours
in the face of a Soviet attack.
The navy numbers 127 vessels,
with 110 combat aircraft.
Against the Russians, the Japanese fleet would last about four
days. The army could survive
somewhat longer - between
two weeks to a month.
It is acutely clear, therefore,
that under the present circumstances Japan's defense must

fense Force -

small right-wing fringe. At

bering only 233,000 troops - is
a far cry from Japan's formidable Imperial Army of 5 million men at the outset of World
War I!.
The small Japanese air force

ally following the collapse of Indochina, we should not be too

cians, strategic thinkers, and the
general public for the nation's
"no-war" constitution.

proving to the Russians that we
mean business.

SALT talk poker game."

existent today, except for a

whelming on the part of politi-

ther. It's like the B-1. Everyone
assumes that by the time the BI is built bombers will be obsolete. But by building them we're

missile. When we announce

But now, with uncertainty
over America's reliability as an

present, support is over-

not it will fly. So that's our chip.
The Russians don't know, ei-

W ANGO, they're going to go

$183 per person.
Consequently, the Self-Decurrently num-

and the ability to knock out an
adversary's missiles in the silo."
"That sounds great," I said.
"If it works. No one will
know for five years whether or

" It's not good ," Kipness said,

the 30s and 40s is virtually non-

low the United States' $404 per

"A maneuverable re-entry
stantial increase in the accuracy
of strategic missile warheads

"except that it's a chip in the

person and West Germany's

nese citizen per year - far be-

of chips. You say to them, 'If
you give up MIRVing, we'll
give up MARVing.' Our chip is
the MARV and their chip is the
MIRV."
"What's a MARV?" I asked.
vehicle. MAR V gives us a sub-

rest primarily on its 1951 mutual security treaty with the
United States - meaning the
U.S. 7th Fleet, 5th Air Force,
and the U.S. nuclear umbrella.

Europe. The defense budget
represents on ly $33 per Japa-

"It's quite simple. When you
negotiate with the Russians, you
have to have a certain amount

surprised if some changes become apparent in the lapanese
attitude as their reassessment

focuses in on present-day political and military realities. 0

"I guess $15 billion isn't too
much to pay for a chip like
WANGO."
"Fifteen billion dollars is just
to find out if it will work. We'll
need $40 billion to put it into
production. But it's a good investment , because if it works we

also can sell it to the Shah of
Iran."

"And ifit doesn't work?"
"We'll sell it to the Shah anyway. The important thing when
talking with the Soviets is for us
to keep coming up with new
weapons systems so they'll know
we're serious about trying to SlOp
the arms race. ..
"And then they'll come up
with new systems to show
they're just as serious about disarmament."

" Right. The more weapons
we both can develop, the better
chance we have of coming to

the SALT agreement. If we let
them know we have WANGO,
they may be willing to stop
making IVAN."
"What's IV AN?"
"It stands for Hitch Victor
Anatole and Nathan."

==========================-===================~intnAh

TRE IISSING DIMINSION IN ~{]M
PART IV THE ·BEST AGE FOR MARRIAGE IS NOT ALWAYS 23 TO 26
In my book The Missing Dimension in Sex, there
appeared a r;:hapter on the best age for marriage. It
was, of course: speaking only of a first marriage of
young people. And even then, only of the best age.
.But what about widows and widowers who, at
various ages, contemplate another marriage?
.Knowledge of the "missing dimension" is revealed
knowledge. The Bible reveals 'some remarkable case
histories of remarkable biblical personalities-of
various ages and circumstances ,- set forth as
examples for.us today. They will prove an
eye-opener for m'!ny.

years after Sarah died, he decided to
marry again.

Now suppose Abrabam were living
TODAY. He would assuredly be the patriarch and HUMAN LEADER of God's
people. And suppose ' some one should
ask you, "What age woman do you tbink
Abrabam should marry?" Would you
answer, "Why, some one very close to

N THIS installment the purpose is to
. cover the .question of "the best age
for marriage" in the case of a second
marriage - involving marriage by a

ting in a hurry. al).d taking it into your
own hands. This may require selfrestraint and patience. - yes, and also
faith. But if you rely on God, ·he will not
fail you. And if he selects your lifetime

I

widower or widow, or a second marriage

at any age by those eligible for marriage.
If the parties ooncemed are of tbe
same age, or, say, even within five to ten
years of the same age, then age is
problem. But where there· is a considerable age difference between tbe parties ooncemed, there oould be a question
that needs understanding.
What if a oonsiderably older woman
beoomes interested in a much younger
man or an older man in a much younger
woman?
For example, British Prime Minister
Disraeli married a woman 12 years older
than he. My wife was 9 months older
than I. And after 50 years of marriage, I
have been alone almost 9 years. A number of well-known men are married to
women from 30 to 50 years' young~r
than they.
A person of older calendar ~ge often,
faces the more or less common· assumption that marr. .age to a much younger
person is uncommon, irregular, and so is
WRONG. This assumption is SUffiCiently
general that if an older man or··woman
of prominence marries a person a great
deal y~unger it is blared forth in the
press as sensation,at news or "scapdal."
On tbe other hand, to many people',
sucb a marriage lifts no eyebrows at all.
. "Well, what's wrong with age difference?" they ask.

mate, you'll have the right one,'"

no

~

.

In line with that advice, we may ask,
is age difference an important factor
with God?
Would God ever select a woman in
her tbirties to be the wife of a man in his
sixties, seventies or eighties - or a
younger man as husband for an older
woman? Doo't be too sure!

Does the Bible teach that age differenCf? in mamage is·

WRONG?

Or is this

feeling against a oonsiderable age difference only a matter of prejudice, .carelessly ASSUMED?
What, Ihen, if any, is God's teaching
on tbe question? Probably most. of our
readers have never given a thought to
this question.
.
But, surprising or not, THERE IS NO
BIBLICAL TEAClDNG AGAINST SUCH AGE

DIFFERENCE!

.

But There Are Some
Astonishing Examples
As stated before, there are ·some very
outstan·ding biblical EXAMPLES, involving some very outstanding personages - some very top biblical VIP'S!
Suppose we start with the patriarch
Abraham. No personage in the Bible
(Christ excepted) ranks higher with God.
He is called tb.e ·"father of tbe faithful."
All the promises of eternal salvation for
us, today, were made to Abraham and
his children.
Is Age Differel\ce a Factor
To inherit eternal life you must be.
With God?
come one of Abraham's children
In my book The Missing Dimension in . through Christ. For, says your Bible, "If
Sex, it' was stated, UErrors almost always
ye be Christ's, then are ye Abrabam's
come from false basic premises, asseed, and heirs according to the pro.msumed as self-evident and carelessly
ise" (Gal. 3:29).
taken for granted."
Again, "Now to Abraham and his
It was also stated in the book, "It is . seed were the promises made"
God who joins together a husband and a . (Gal. 3: 16). Again, " .. . tbey ,which are
wife ill l\1!\rri~S~' Th~refore, il ouShl 10 of faith, the same are the children of
Abraham" (Gal. 3:7).
be - in your oWn interest - God who
selects for you the husband or wife you
The wife of Abraham's youth, Sarab,
are going to . marry. And God will do
died wben Abraham was 136 years old.
this, if you ask him and refrain from get- And wben he was 145 years old, some 9

6

ease .

Undoubtedly Josepb died naturally
from old age. More probably, if the Heli
of
Lnke 3:23 is the Heli of the royal
Now Abrabam was very close.to God.
house of Britain (73-72 B.C.), Joseph
God spoke directly and personally to
him. He was undoubtedly very familiar might well 'have been nearer 75 years of
with God's will. If it were oontrary . to age when- he married Mary, a young
God's will that a man of that very great woman undoubtedly in ber twenties. AJage marry a comparatively young .though no one can be sure, Mary may
have married a husband at least 50
woman, Abraham would have known it.
Furtbermore, must we not suppose tbat years older tban sbe!
Was such an age difference approved
a mali so close to God would actually
have done precisel)' as I suggested in ihe by God? God's angel said to Josepb,
"Josepb, thou son of David, fear not to
book - bave relied on God to choose bis
take unto thee Mary thy wife" (Matt.
wife for him? He did rely on God to se1:20).
lect the Wife for his son Isaac,
These three biblical case histories oonAlthough Abraham 'was 145; undoubtedly he looked, Deled, and Iflt cern age differences in marriage of from
fifty to more than. one hundred years ~
very, very mucb younger.
.
Ab.fa.~_~~,..._gtd _ ~ot . J!.1~'1~ )yR~~.n . all very apparently approved of God, if
'
near his oWn ..age.· He married.a ooljlpar- , not directly chosen by God.
Yet; in this world, many would think
atively young woman - young enougb
to bear him possibly twelve children. of an age difference of even 30 or 40
Probably Keturah, the young maiden years as not only unoommon, but irreguwhom he married, was in her twenties lar, or even WRONG . But that is not
and quite surely not beyond her .eady God's teaching!
But suppose an older man married a
forties ..
Keturah did bear Abrabam six sons, girl in her mid or late teens? That would
named in the Bible, and the number of be a mature per$on marrying an immadaughterS is not reoorded, but acoording ture one.
And although there is no literal, speto the law of average it should bave
been about six - a probable total of cific teacbing in the Bible against such a
marriage, it might be very bazardous
TWELVE children. And even in those
and even violate a biblical teaching IN
days, with the possibility of a later-age
menopause, a woman oould hardly have PRINCIPLE.
The Bible says nothing against agebegun with tbe first of twelve children if
difference IN GENERAL. What ' it
over forty years of age. I think it would
does teach is . ."'like·. mindedness. .,
be much safer to estimate that she-was
For example, uBe ye not unequally
in ber twenties or at least under the mid·
yoked together with unbe1ievers"
thirties. And Abraham was l45!
(II Cor. 6: 14) is God's oommand. The
After all, God said, "It is not good
Bible teaches LIKE-MINDEDNESS, not likethat the man sbould be alone!"
aged. Jesus Christ is going to marry the
The next biblical VIP case history was
ch
urch - when it has been resurrected to
so important that God inspired a whole
SPIRIT oomposition and immortal life.
book in the Bible to give us the story One might make a oomparison there, as
tbe book of.Ruth. This cru;e history into age. Christ b~ existed from eternity
volves the great-grandparents of King
(John I: 1-3). And, as the firstborn, by a .
David and ·the ancestors of Jesus Christ,
resurrection, of many brethren, he was
by 28 generations.
Calculating fro,m the genealogies of .born a divine Son of God by a resurrection (Roln. 1:3-4) more than 1900 years
Jesus Christ and other biblical passages,
older than his wife!
we are surprised to find that Boaz was
But his wife MUST BE LIKE-MINDED!
100 or more years of age when he mar"Fulfil ye my joy, that ye be Iike'-minded,
ried Ruth, a Moabitess who became an
having the same love, being of one acIsraelite. In probability Ruth was in her
oord, of one mind" (Phil. 2:2). And
early thirties.
.
again, "Let this mind be in you, which
Now Christ's Own Mother
was also in Christ Jesus" (Phil. 2:~).
This points out a reason for avoiding
Now we oome. to Mary, mother of
interracial marriages. An Oriental mind.
Jesus, the woman God cbose and honhis own age."

by Herbert W :' Armstrong

ciples, Jesus being about age 30. Joseph
is not mentioned again in the Bible after
Jesus was a boy oftwelve years. It is unthinkable that with JesuS oontinually
healing all he ~nooimtered, that his
mother's husband would bave come to a
premature death· by any sickness or dis-

"

ored perhaps above any other woman to

for example, normally thinks in a differ-

become the mother of. his Son and our
Saviour Jesus Christ! The Scriptures indicate that Joseph, the husband of
Mary, died before Jesus chose his dis-

ent manner than an Occidental mind,
and a liamitic or black mind than either
Oriental or Caucasian. Furthermore,
even two people of the same race but of
WEEK ENDING JULY 12, 1975
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different backgrounds or ,cultures may
find it difficult or impossible to be LIKEMINDED.
What I said' above about a mature
pe~on marrying an immature person
enters in here. Age difference is no problem as long as there is LIKE-MINDEDNESS.
A very large percentage of marriages
of teen-agers breaks up in divorce, Two
people - both immature - are not LIKEMINDED!

I.

.

.~

Another important factor : It is a greilt
mistake to count age by the calendar. I,
myself, for example. am not, in actual
'- age, anywhere near my calendar age.
Few indeed will believe I am at the calendar age of ~2. Recently I asked a man .
who had not seen me before, and knew
noihing of my age; how old he wou.\d
guess me to be. "Well," he said thoughtfully, "You might be approaching sixty
- probably late fifties.", And even that
advanced age, I suspect, was estimateC:
/ because of my white hair.
'
Few men of 50 or 55 could stand up
under the rigorous ordeal of travel I am
now put to, working up to 14 hours a
day in vigorous driving work - usually
working, even as I fly, at my typewriter.
Few of 50 or 55 could retain the vitality
of youth, energy and drive I do. Many of
our readers are fap:liliar "with my
frequent, yet significant jesting of being
ouly 37, going on 36.
,
A recently published encyclopedia
says : "How old is.'old'? There are no fig- '
ures available or even possible because
'. ,~p.,ere~:are t90 . m3;ny.. variations in .p1iysi~
que and personality that have nothing to
do with the calendar. Age is not chronological - a mistaken idea that has
c.aused much mischief all.d misery - but
physio-psychologii:al. Alarming changes
- in body and mind come primarily not
from advanced age o;y the calendar) but
from earlier phYSical impairment and
emotional disorders, often previously
neglected."
I have seen ,many men 25 or 30 years
younger than I by the calendar, 'who actually look, act, and feel older than I do
ana who could not possibly carry on
witll the vitality, drive, determination
and endurance 'that I do.
.
To be like-minded, a marriage must
be based on LOVE. Love is an outgoing
concern for the good and welfare of ihe
other and must not be selfish. But it is
more. I can ouly ask, what is that ~n
definable mysterious SOMETHING that
causes one person to come to be IN LOVE
with a certain person of the opposite sex
in a manner he or she is not with any
one else? Is it sex app~al? No, but- that
undoubtedly 'is included. But it is MORE.
One thing it is NOT is lust. Too many
confuse sex desire with LOVE. There is
also a spiritual content in real WVE.
There must also be high regard and respect, ""d mutuality of interests.
Whatever this mysterious undefinable
SOMETHING of real LOVE is, it is essential
in any happy marriage.
But, if any of ' our readers, contemplating in later life a second marriage, are concerned or worried over age

difference, the sure Word of God tells
you that you have no problem there at

lUI You undoubtGdly will have the
problem of adjustment - actually all at
any age have that: Just be sure that you
are LIKE-MINDED and IN LOVE! D '
. WEEK ENDING JULY 12, 1975
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harm. Things have happened I can ascribe only ' to presence of an invisible .
angel. But perbaps the greatest "secret"
of all is that I rely on Isaiah 40, the last
4 verses. They constitute a PROMISE from
God, and I appiy them and RELY on
God to keep them! Many times when
people ask me, "How do you DO IT?" or
"What's your SECRET of sucb youthful
. vigor and such long life?" I just tell
them, "Read the last 4 verses of
Isaiah 40. You'll find it there!"
Of course . God expects us to do our
own part. He does for us wh~t we can 'I
do for _' ourselves! But when you put
BOTH together - your own besl and add
wbat God can do that's beyond what
you can do - you've got a combination
that PAYS OFF!
Those are my "secrets." If they have
helped some of m,y readers, I'm very
hapP indeed! 0

1'

by Stanley R. Rader

The World in Transition
BANGKOK, JUNE 9: Less than two months ago we flew over Saigon en ,
route from Manila to Cairo. As foreseen at that time, it has proved to be the last
time for our U.S.-registered aU-craft to overfly Vietnam unless relations should be
. normalized in the future. Tomorrow we shall be forced to fly south in order to go
east and north, adding an hour and one-half and 740 statute miles on our flight
from Bangkok to Hong Kong .
But this ,is not tbe only change that has ()Ccurred in Southeast Asia during
. the past two months. Today's newspaper in Bangkok, for example, announces a
July 4 anti-American demonstration. The prime minister, meanwbile, has
stepped up his demands for withdrawal of U.S, forces and 'has begun his
country's rapprochement with Peking. Thailand's foreign minister is scheduled to
visit Peking later this month (and COincidentally, one of our very best friends in
Thailand, a member of the new national legislature, is already in Peking at this
moment).
.
In Korea tension mounts as both North and South Korea accuse the other of
provocative acts and preparations for war. Malaysia has already received the
Chinese ambassador, President r".ee of Singapore has sent ,his foreign minister to
Pekillg, and only President Suharto of Indonesia seems to still remember the
•
communist-inspired difficulties of some ten years ago. ,
Hanoi dominating Southeast Asia with its trained and battle-tested army of
one million ,m en, backed with the latest Russian, and even American, equipment
(acquired after the !X>llapse of South Vietnam), causes one to wonder whether
Hanoi will seek independently to dominate the entire area comprised of Cambodia and Laos; ·well ·as, Thailand, ,withd ts long cOmmon border. Will :it tie
itself more closely with Russia, th~s granting to Russia hegemony in the area
(there is already a strong possibility that Russia will obtain former U.S. naval
bases in what was South Vietnain); or w~1 Hanoi establish closer ties with C.hina?
The world is truly passing through a time of transition, as 'relationships that'
have- developed since the end of World War II are literally sbaken by events in
every part of the globe. The 'nexus 'between Europe and the United States is
threatened. NATO is at a crossroads, despite the efforts of .president Ford to
shore' it up. Turkey and Gr~ece, two meinbers of NATO, have a9tually waged
war over Cyprus: Portugal, ,after decades of rightist dictatorship, is leaning '
toward communism. Italy may , spon have the Communist Party joining tbe

as

by Victor Root

BONN: BeginoIDg January 1976, the
German week will officially begin each
Monday. Sunday will no longer be the
begin,Ding of the week for,Germans.
The d.ecisioD. was made by the German
Commillee for Norms and Standards,
and it was dubbed Norm 1355. The new
norm adjusted a previous German ruling of 1943 to "fit with present internationally recognized customs.", By doing so, West Germany became the 27th
country to ratify an agreement for a
united division of the week.
The traditional calendar, as we all
know, lists Sunday at the beginning of
each week; yet every working man and
woman automatically relegates Sunday
to bis weekend. Monday is universally
the first day of the work week, even
tbough churches still recognize Sunday
as tbe biblical "first day of the week."
Althougb church councils in the ,
fourtb century decided tbat the "first
day of the week" would be kept as the
"sabbath" day, churches still recognize
ihe "Jewish" sabbath, or Saturday, as
the .seventh day of the week. According
to both major church denominations in
Germany - Lutheran and Roman Catholic - this traditional order of days, is
still regarded as correct by the Christian
church. These two major denominations
voiced their consternation over not hav-

ing been consulted by the Committee
for Norms and Standards.
Interestingly en.ouih tbe propbecy of

Daniel 7:2j IlOntains a pU7.Zling remark
that inen would "seek to cbange times."
Could Norm 1355 be an initial step in
this direction? Only tiine will tell. 0

government.

In Africa, Ethiopia, having deposed its_emperor, is still confronted with a
civil war, and even Kenya, heretofore stable under the leadership of President
Kenyatta, is troubled internally with dissidents, undoubtedly aided by agents
from abroad. And just yesterday ,U.S. Secretary of Defense Schlesinger confirmed that the Soviet Union has constructed a .very substantial military base in
Somalia. Installation of missiles there could threaten the military balance in the .
western India Ocean.

Mr. Schlesinge~ pointed to the critical' need of the noncommunist world on
the Indian Ocean for oil shipmentS. He was appearing before tbe Senate Armed
Services Committee, urging approv:il for additional funds for American' facilities
on the Indian Ocean island of Diego Garcia.
Despite the policy of d~ienle between the superpowers; the arms race continues between them, and many other nations are eager to join in the competition.
Only in the Middle East do there seem ,t o be some promising signs. Perhaps
the -momentum toward peace ' maybe a reality. The Suez Canal has been
reopened, the Israelis, have voluntarily thinned out their forces along the canal,
the Salzburg talks between President Ford and Sadat were reasonably successful,
and the recent meeting between President Forii and Prime Minister Rabin of
Israel may further ease the tension in the area. Declarations from Saudi Arabia
'about Israel's right to exist are alsO promisiIig, as is Syria's seemingly more
,flexible attitude. Should the PLO also recognize Israel's right to exist, meaningful
dialogue would follow.
This state of the world and what is prophesied for it was once again part of
Mr. Armstrong's 'powerful message delivered to thousands during his two-week
visit in Nairobi, Kenya. Asked, as an ambassador for world peace, how he intends
·to bring about peace in such an unsettled world, he has answered steadfastly that
he is not commissioned to bring about peace, but he points the way 10 peace. as
be has for more than forty years - the way to. which many people and many
"
world leaders grant only lip service. 0
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New evidence is increasing ly coming . . right arm of an eigh!-foot figure
in Verato. light proving that Cplumbus was a
cruz, Mexico, the Tepatlaxco Stela . This..
relative late .comer to the New World.
evidence strongly suggested that th e
Others ·r eached 'llie shiires iif the
" isblationi~t "" schobl df 'th ought ' wh i~h

Americas thousands of years before

Columbus was born. Who wets they?
Here is the intriguing s~ory.

by William F. Dankenbri ng
r. Alexander von- Wuthenau , a

D

. white-haire d patriarch ' with a

assum es that the cultures of the Americas evolved independe ntly from the Old
World is in need of total rethinking . ' .
This, however, was just the beginning. W ith the advent of America ' s bi- ~
centennial year, the whole question of
who discov ered America has ' been
thrown up in the air for a comp.etely
new evaluation .

redoubtabl e intellect. resides in
The Parafba Stone
. Mexico City. After living in Latin
Americ~ for 36 years , von
In 1966., J~les Piccus, professor of
Wuthenau has devoted his life to studyRomance languages at the Un iversity of
ing. the mysteries of pre-Colum bian art
Massachus etts, bought an old scrapand is w ithout peer in his field .
book containing a transcriptio n of mys. I interviewe d the learned professor for
terious stone markings found in 1872
many hour, in his home recently , .and
'b y a slave in the tropical rain forest of
we discu~sed some of the most controParafbc1 ·state. Brazil. Intrigued, Or. Picversial and astonishing archaeolog ical
cus 'brought the material to the attention
findings in recent decades.
cif Professor· Cyrus H . Gordon of the de- According to Dr . von Wuthenau ,
,partment of Mediterran ean St,.u dies at
there is significant evidenc~ of MediterBrandeis University , Massachus etts . Dr.
ranean and African influences on the
Gordon, a scholar of th e first rank and
"new continent " at a very early time!
author of some ,thirteen books', is an
Several years ago Dr. von Wqthenau
expert in ancient Semitic languages.
observed on a six-foot stela in the naI talked to Dr. Gordon in' his home in
tional museum of M exico a " Star of
a suburb of Boston ; Massachus etts
David " design engraved in the earring
about two years ago. He related how he
of a. 'Mayan dignitary . The same Mayan.
compared the Paralba inscription with
figure has a hat which is very similar ·to
the latest work on Phoenician writing s:
the papyrus craft Thor Heyerdahl pi·· 1 noticed tliat the peculiaritie s of this
loted across the Atlantic, patterned after
text found in Brazil and written in a
the reed 'boats of ancient Egypt. Inlanguage very closely related to Hebrew
trigued, von Wuthenau investigate d reand Phoenician 'r eferred to events beproduction s of· rock drawings in the
tween 534 and 53 ,. B.C.," Dr. Gordon
Jewish necropolis of Beit-Shear ini. Here
related. " I realized this had to be genuhe was surprised to find a very similar
. ine because it contained words, gramdrawing , with an interlaced six-pointed
matical forms a"nd expression s that were
"Star. of David " and an authentic ' annot known in the 19th century, but
cient reed boat.
were only authentica ted in the 20th
. Even more remarkable , a phylactery , century . This
is important. because if .
- a cord wound on a Hebrew youth's
one of these inscription s' t,u rned uP ' in
weakest arm at the time of his Bar Mitz1973, there lIvould be ·no way of knowvah has been found etched on the
ing if it were genuine or fake . The rea-
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son is a forger can know everything I
celebrate (1) an eight-day festival (2)
do, or anyone else. But a forger cannot
that starts on the fifteenth day or full
know what's going to be discovered in
moon ot-the holy harvest month '(3) and
the next century ."
live in "boqths" throughout the festival
Gordon translated the script as fol- , (4) at ·the religious center for the tribe
lows: " We are Sidonian Canaanites
(5) and nurture a sacred fire.
from the city of the Mercantile King. We
To -this very day, some Jews observe
were cast up 'on this distant shore, a
the first three of these same features.
land of mountains. We sacrificed a
Neither Mahan nor Gordon believe
youth to the celestial gods and godthe Yuchis to be one of the so-called lost
desses in the nineteenth~ year of our
ten tribes of IsraeL However, they both
mighty King Hiram and embarked from
believe that the evidence shows that
Ezion-geber into the Red Sea. We voyboth the Yuchis and Hebrews share ceraged with ten ships and were at sea
tain cultural features rooted in the antogether for two years around Africa.
cient East and Mediterranean of the
Then we were separated by .the hand of
Bronze Age.
.
Baal and were no longer with our comMahan sent a copy 'Of the stone dispanions. '50 we have come here, twelve
covered by Metcalf to Cyrus Gordon in
men and three women, into New SIlore.
May 1968. Gordon published an article
Am I, the Admiral , a man who would
on the stane in Manuscripts, a quarterly
flee? Nay! May the celestial gods and
·of the Manuscript Society, in the sumgoddesses favor ,:,S well! "
mer oi 1969. Gordon reported: "After
studying the inscriptian, it was apparent
The Bat Cteek Stone .
to me that the affin"ities of -the script
were with the Aegean syllabary, whase
In 1885 Smithsonian Institution artwo best known forms are Minoan
cffaeolog ists . found an inscribed stone
Linear A and Mycenaean Linear B. The
tab let in an undisturbed tomb near Bat
double-axe in the lower left corner is, of
Creek, Tennessee. The finders believed
it was a Cherokee tablet, and · in 1894
course, reminiscent 'Of Minoan. civilization . . published it upside down. Until
Concludes Gordon, "We therefore
1970, the stone was ignored, lying un- naticed at the Smithsanian Institution in
have American inscriptional contacts
with the Aegean of the 8ronze Age,
Washi ngton, D.C.
near the south, ·west. and north shores
Dr. Joseph Mahan happened to see a
of the Gulf of Mexico. This can hardly
photagraph of the stone and became
be 'a ccidental; ancient Aegean writing
interested. He capied the inscription
near three different sectors of the Gulf
and sent it ta Gyrus Gordon. To Gordon,
reflects~ Bronze Age transatlantic comthe message an the stone was immedi. 'ataly clea'r. He r~'at-ed , .J" lt'i·Jrned".~ut to .municatiorf b·etween the Mediterranea·n
and the New World around the middle ·
be straight HeQrew, ·o f the Roman
of the second millennium B:C. " (Manuperiod, roughly 100 A.D. " Five letters
scripts, summer 1 969).
on the stane, says Gordon, clearly mean
"for Judah ."
.
In fact, Gordon offers the intriguing
The stone is about four and one half
(Continued on next page)
inches long and two inches wide, and,
composed. of brownish iranstone with
beautifully carved letters. · The tomb
from which it. came was 28 feet across
and field nine skeletons. Says Gordon,
"Neither I, nor anyone else, can say
that it waS possibly a forgery. "
. In addition to the Bat Creek stone,
more recently coins of the' Bar Kokhba
rebellion in Judea (A.D. 132-135) ,were
found by farmers near Louisville, Hopkinsville, and Clay City, Kentucky .
o

The Metcalf Stone
In 1 968.at the U.S. military reservation at Fort Benning, Georgia, Manfred
Metcalf was looking for slabs to build a
barbecue pit. Several strange-looking
flat stones caught his eye. Metcalf
. picked up a large flat piece of sandstone
about nine inches long and while brushc
ing it off noticed odd markings. He gave
the stone to Joseph B. Mahan, Jr., Director of-Educatian and Research at the
.nearby Columbus Museum of Arts ·and
Crafts at Columbus, Georgia.
Dr. Mahan is an expert an "American .
Indian ethnology · and archaeology. He
is a specialist on the Yuchis, a tribe that
once inhabited the area and had been
resettle.d in nklahoma in 1 836 .
Interestingly, Mahan had noticed that
one of the Yuchi agricultural . festivals
had too many resemblances to the Hebrew Feast ot Booths or Tabernacles described i·n the ·biblical book of Leviticus
to be merely "accidental" or sheer
coincidence . .For examples, the Yu~his
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SIX EXAMPLES of Caucasian and Negroid clay sculptures, found in Ecuador
and Mexico during preclassic and classic
periods ranging from 1500 B. C. to A. D:
gOO. The photos .on the left are from
Ecuador in the iate preclassic (300 B. C.
to A. D. 300). Note the Caucasian features. To the right are three African ~
types discovered in Mexico: a Negroid ,
(above), an Egyptian princess (above
right), .and a L/bangi tribesman (below
right).
.
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suggestion that "the Aegean analogues
to Mayan writing, to the Aztec glyphs,
and to the Metcalf Stone inspire the
hope that the deciphered scripts of the
Mediterranean may provide keys for un- .
locking the forgotten systems of writing
in the New World. A generation capable
of landing men on the moon may also
be able to place pre-Columbian America
within the framework of world history"
(ibid., p. 166).

Have we
lost our
national
pride?

Earliest Americans NOT Indians?

The conclusion that peoples from the
Mediterranean reached the New World
duririg the middle of the second millennium before Christ (or about 3,000
years 'before Columbus) is shocking
enough - and not all scholars are prebut even more
pared to accept it startling discoveries are upsetting a

number of cherished theories about the
early history of the New World. More
and more, thos'e who believe the inhabitants of the New World developed their
. cultures in virtual isolation, cut off from
the developing societies of the Middle
East, are having to face new evidence
which is weakening their theory.
In excavations throughout r;:entral
and South America, Dr. von Wuthenau
has found hundreds of thousands of
sculptures often showing human types,
most of them of clay. Naturally, a person would assume that such clay objects would show distinctive "Indian"
features that is, the objects woul~
look like the typical Aztec, Maya or
other similar Indian type. In his book

The Art of Terra Cotta Pottery in PreColumbian Central and South America,
1-

Have Vietnam and Watergate dealt a fatal blow
to America's national pride? American character'
and- resolve are now being openly questioned
around t~e world. American prestige in the world
can be restored, but only if our people learn
some important lessons. The United States 'a nd
the British Commonwealth in ' Prophecy is
essential reading for our time. Th.is booklet
explains the reasons for our loss of national
pride, and outli.nes what must be done to restore
it. It also gives ·some amazing insights into the
course of future world events. The booklet is free
- and there's no obligation. Why not send for
your copy today?
.

Call 800-423-4444* toll-free
for your free .booklet
·California, Hawaii and Alaska call (213) 577-5225

Pasadena, CA 91123
Please SEtnd me the free booklet The United States
and the British Commonwealth in Prophecy .

Name
Address'

L ___ ~ ______________________ ~_~
City/State/Zip
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von Wuthenau published scores of photographs of these art objects. He relates
his astonishment when he obs~rved that
of the early human figures ·in the early,
lower levels of each excavation, not a
single "'ndian" head was to be found.
I nstead he encountered heads with
Mongolian, Chinese a'n d Japanese features, as well as ,those of Tartars, Negroes and V1all kinds of white people,
especially semitic types with and without beards."
Asserts von Wuthenau. "I personally
have not been able to discover among
these distinguished personages a single
'real Indian.' .. A terra cotta head from
Guerro. Mexico, was remarkably ' similar
to the Egyptian god Bes, a'ld similar
imag'es of this peculiar deity are found
at almost all Phoenician excavation sites
around the Mediterranean. In the
G.uerro district terra cotta heads of Urweisse or "ancient Whites" have also
been discovered. Around Acapulco von
Wuthenau found evidence that Mediterranean peoples dwelt ' together i~ considerable numbers. Female figurines
from the area are markedly Caucasian.
with delicate eyebrows. small mouths,
opulent coiffures, etc. '
In the region of Mexico City. von
Wuthenau found art objects with narrow faces - and long curved noses an:d
beards (the Indians had .no beards). The
female objects had delicate profiles, fine
straight noses, sometimes with a slight
upturn common in the White race. the
first true Indian types appear in significant numbers abou~ A.D. 300, declares
Cyrus Gordon, who has studied ~on
Wuthenau's discoveries .

Evidence From the Old Wj)rld
As remarkable as the unfolding story
of the early Western Hemisphere may
be, there is a corresponding line of .hard
evidence in the Eastern Hemisphere.
The evidence has been read time and
time again by scholars and students of
classical literature, but it has never been
fully comprehended.
'Scholars for many years have been
aware of cultural parallels between ·Central· America and the Middle East. The
Mixtec Indians squeezed , royal purple
dye put of the snail Purpura patula of the
Pacific Ocean; the Phoenicians performed the' same feat with the snails
MJrex truncattJs and Murex brandaris
found in the Mediterranean . Reed rafts
were used by the ancient Egyptians;
"Indians" used similar, ones from the
Pacific coast of California to Chile.
Like the peoples'of the Middle East,
the early peoples of the Americas 'worshipped the sun, built giant stone statues, wrote by hieroglyphs, performed
cranial surgery, and mummified the
dea~ : Were all these traits developed
independently and 'i n isolation?
"There are a number of cultural elements so strikingly alike in the two hemispheres that the possibility of their
transoceanic spread to America must be
seriously considered" (Steward and Faron. Native Peoples of South America,
p.41).
But aside from ,the cultural similarities. what are we to do with . statements in ancient literature? .
.
In the fourth century .B.C., a Greek
writer , named Theopompus ' mentioned
an enormous continent" outside the
Old World, inhabited by peoples with
strange life-styles .
'
Diodorus of Sicily, who lived i~ ·the
first century B.C., wrote: "For there I,ies
out in the deep off Libya [Africa] an ·
island of considerable size. and situated
as it is in the ocean it is distant from
Libya a voyage of a number of days to
the west. Its land is fruitful, much oht
being mountainous and not a little
being a level plain of surpassing beauty
Through it flow ·navigable rivers.
"
(5. 19 1-5). There is no island with
these attributes unless Diodorus was referring to th~ West Indies or the Western Hemispherel
In Book 20, Diodorus explained, "In
ancient times this island remained un·
discovered because of its distance from
the entire inhabited world." He then
describes Phoenician voyages beyond
the Pillars of Hercules (ihe straits of Gibraltar) and how they " were driven by
strong winds a great distance out into
the ocean. And after being storm·tossed
for many days they were carried ashore
on the island we mentioned above .. . "
(20.1-4).
This historical note 'is remarkable in
view of the fact that Phoenician inscriptions have been fouQ.d in Brazil.
Similar notewo'rthy statements were
made by Plato, who lived about 400
B.C. In Timaeus, Plato wrote of an earlier time: "In those days the Atlantic
was navigable; and there-was an island
situated in front of the straits which you
call the columns of Hercules; the island
w¥ larger than Libya and Asia put together, and was the way to other isIf
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lands, and from the islands you might
pass to the whole of the OPPOSITE CONTIwhich surrounded tbe true
ocean . ' ..

NENT

Further evidence of earlv voyages is

found in the book of Chronicles in the
Hebrew Old Testament . Hiram, king of
Tyre, and Solomon, king of Israel, sent
a joint navy on lengthy voyages that
required three years to complete. These
trips began at Ezion-geber on the shore
of the Red Sea . It is interesting that
these voyages required three years.
(The hardly more advanced sixteenthcentury sailing vessels of Ferdinand Ma. geUan also took · three years to circum-

navigate the world.)
In light of the excavations in the New
World and the incredible cultural similarities which existed, these enigmatic
classical statements take on much more
meaning to modern scholars.
Q~etzalcoatl,

god of the Mayas, for

instance. is depicted in Mayapan myths

as being unusually blonde. The Spanish
conquistadors commented on Monte-

zuma 's unusually light skin.
It is significant that the pre-Inca tradition for the creation of the world and of
the primitive happy state of men, their
corruption by sin, the destruction of the
earth, and its regeneration is "0 distinct

analogy to the Mosaic chronicle of the
earliest epoch of the history of the

HOMOSEXUAL men are ma"ied in San Francisco 's Glide Memorial Methodist Church.

AND NOW... Homosexuals Allowed to Wed
by Herbert W. Armstrong

Give them an inch, and they'll take a
mile," is only too true, when Ibe "inch"
is in Ibe wrong direction. Peruvian Antiquities, p. 149).
After World War I, morals in this
world began to deteriorate. After World
Ancient Maps
.
'WaiII;'they ciilled"this moral deteriora..
.....
Perhaps the most remarkable evi- tion ' the ''NEw MORALITY." That, of
dence of all is found in the ancient maps
course, was ' a play on words for the
of the world. Recent studies of the Piri
world to "kid itself' Ibat gross immoralRe'is map of A.D. 1513 strongly inity was perfectly acceptable morally.
dicate that the original mapmaker must
You may call a leopard a house cat,
but it still hasn't Changed its spots. Since
have found the correct relative rongi~
tude across Africa and the Atlantic to
the catch phrase "ne!" morality" caught
Brazil,' for this map gives· an amazingly:
on, gross immorality has won public acaccurate profile of the coast of South
ceptance as being right! In the book of Genesis the incident of
America to the Amazon and provides an
the "forbidden fruit" is recorded. Of
accurate profile of the Yucatan Penincourse Ibat's the point at whicl\ humansula . 'hcredibly, this map shows a sec~
tion of the coast of Antarctica, although
ity jumped the track of sanity and emthat continent was supposedly not disb.arked on Ibe way. Ibat has brought on
covered until 1818,
.
Ibis world all its woes and evils. Right
The Reinel. Chart of 1510, a Portuthere humanity took to itself the. deciguese map of the Indian Ocean, seems
sion - that is, Ibe KNOWLEDGE - of
to show the coast of Australia, as well as
what is GOOD and what is ·EVIL. Professamjl of the Caroline Islands of the Pacising themselves to be wise, humans 'have
fic. The evidence indicates that ancient
made themselves fools.
So, in this end-time 20th century we
seafarers must have journeyed over
, these parts of the World and constructed
keep going from bad to worse.
reliable maps, of which fragments and '
Homosexuality today has its chamcopies survived into the Middle Ages pions. They have worked hard and long
to justify this evil and win public accepand were copied again , although their
significance had been long lost to most
tance in a deceived world, bringing on
scholars.
itself frightful evils.
In Los Angeles a "church" for homoThe growing mountain of evidence
ranging from the Paraiba stone. the
sexuals has been established. And re8at Creek stone, the Metcalf stone, ancently, in Boulder, Colorado, two male
cient Indian rituals, pre-Columbian terra
homosexuals from Colorado Spriogs obcotta pottery to the cultural parallels,
tained a license to wed. And Ibere was
the literature of the classical world, and
no fanfare. This set off a succession of
ancient maps points convincingly to
similar marriage license applicants .
the conclusion that ·ancie{lt mariners -of
There was a well-publicized homosexual
the Middle East and the Orient navimamage in a Denver church!
gated the oceans many times, estabAll this set off a furor. A legal debate
was started Ibat might lead to the U.S.
lishing contact with the New World
millennia before Christopher Columbus
Supreme' Coun. These so-called gay
people have launched a national drive
did sa in 1492. Indeed, who in the face
for legal "rights."
of the amazing new evidence coming to
At least four male couples and two
light·can deny that in actual fact Columbus was -a "relative late comer to the New
female couples obtained marriage liWorld? 0 censes at the Boulder County Clerk's
human race " (Riverox and von Tschudi,
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office before Ibe attorney general's office
Through Jude, speaking first of angels
stopped it.
Ibat sinned, Ibat is, turned froin God's
The details of such marriages are too
government and WAY OF LIFE, "Even as
revolting to describe here.
Sodom and .Gomorrha; and the cities
. In 1964 I published a book titled God
about them in like manner, giving them:
.Speaks 'Out on' the !'lew Moraliij. And .selves over to fornication . [sexual pernow, eleven years later I think it's time
version - homosexuality], and going
for the living God to speak out again.
after strange flesh, are se~ fonh for an
"Yet ye have not hearkened unto me,
example, suffering. the vengeance of
saith the Lord, that ye might provoke
eternal fire" (Jude 7).
me to anger with Ibe works of your
Apparently homosexuality had spread
hands to your own hurt." If stich a perin Ibe day of Lot, nephew of Abraham, .
version as homosexuality were good for
until it gained complete acceptance by
its partiCipants, God would approve it.
society in those cities.
He CONDEMNS it because it DESTROYS, it
God had promised Abraham that
perverts!
even if there were TEN righteous people
From Romans I, "The wrath of God
in those two cities, he would spare Ibe
is revealed from heaven against all uocities and not destroy them for the sake
godlin~s and unrighteousness of meo,
of that ten.
who hold [back] the truth. in unrighThis simply has to mean, either Ibat
teousness . . .. Prof<;ssing themselves to
h<;>mosexuality and lesbianism 'w ere
be wise, they became fools . .. . Wherepractic~d by all, with Ibe e"ception
. fore God also gave Ibem up to unprobably of Lot and his family, or else
cleanness through the lusts of Ibeir own
that it- had ' the same "acceptance" that
hearts, to dishonor their own bodies bemodem society is beginning to give this
tween themselves: who changed the
same -perversion today. This is given in
truth of God into a lie .... For this
the Bible as "an example" to WARN even
cause God gave them up unto'yile affecthose)tdday who give this extreme evil
tions: for even their women did chaoge
their., :'i\c;a,:ptancc" - as if it were perIbe natural use into that which is against
fectly respectful.
nature [lesbia!lS] and likewise also the
God .Iabeled this degenerate permen, leaving the natural \!Se of the
version a very grievous sin.
woman, burned in Ibeir lust one to anWHY is it so grievous a sin? Because it
other, men with men working Ibat which
perverts the MIND! Some may believe
is UnSeemly, and receiving in themselves
hOJao.sexuaiity is transmitted by binh. Xt
that recompense of their error which
is not! But bnce one gives his mind to
was meet [fitting].
accept it, his mental perspective regard"And even . as they did not like to
ing proper )lSe of sex soon becomes perretain God in their knowledge, God
vened - changed - unnatural. A man
. gave them over to a reprobate mind, to
soon cares nothing for the husband-wife
do Ibose things which are not conve- . relationship: I have known of a few
nient [right], being filled with all uio.righcases where such men were married and
teousness; fornication [all sexual
had families, but they were exceptions,
immorality], wickedness, covetousness,
and their real "love" - that is, LUST ..:,
maliciousness . . . without natural affecwas for other men. The mind becomeS
CHANGED - PERVERTED - and no longer
tion. u
normal.
.
Of course, GOD SPEAKS OUT loudGod says such .shall NOT enter the
est against homosexuality, now becoming accepted by TODAY'. socie.ty, in the
kingdom of God (Gal. 5:19-21; I COr.
case of Sodom and Gomorrah,.
6:9-10). 0
II
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Garner Ted Armstrong

SPEAKS OUT!
For Peaceful Purposes Only?
et ready to live in a nuclear theory· goes that when all nations
world - with 10, 20,40 or
have bombs, nobody will use them
more nations armed with nu- for fear of reprisaL)
clear weapons . No matter
For i'nstance, it was recently anwhat the SALT-talk delegates may' nounced that the Soviet Union
be currently debatillg, we are' seeing . would be willing , at least in prinright now a veritable explosion of ciple, to provide Libya with a nuclear
nuclear power plant construction ,
research center, which . would inwith the " have: ' nuclear nations in- clude a . reactor for "peaceful puradvertently 'Iifting the "have-not"
poses only." According to the
nuclear nations into the once-select agreement, the Soviet Union would
Atomic Club .
.
provide details for the project to libIt was recently revealed by Sena- yan authorities no later than Novemtor Abraham Ribicoff that nuclear ber of this year, and the Soviets
machinery with the potential for cre- would also 'train Libyan officials to '
ating _ destructive weapons was run that center.
being supplied ·.by France io Pakilibya was very proud . Now she
stan , Taiwan , South Korea, and Ar- can tum to Tunisia, Morocco, Algentina. As a matter of fact, West geria , Egypt, Sudan and say, ':Hey!
Germany is also supplying nuclear Look at us . We ' re got our own
power plants to ' South American
brand-new, gleaming, Soviet-built
countries: including Brazil.
nuclear reactor ... uhhh , for peaceThis trend was further dramatized
ful purposes only. " Th.en ·when they
by ~he spectacle of Prime Minister explode a bomb in the desert, they
Miki of Japan recently being struck will be very careful to call it a " nuto the ground by an ultra-rightist clear device," and not a bomb . (It
Japanese nationalist, who beat him
seems to me, however, that if it
in the face with his fists, while blows up, it's a bomb!) .
screaming slogans about how Japan
But we're supposed to be reasshould not ratify tne nuclear non- sured when these small but hostile
proliferation treaty. (Japan has have-not nations are provided with '
. signed 'the treaty, but the Japanese nuclear reactors " for peaceful purDiet has yet to ratify it .)
.
poses ." We' re supposed to believe
I have been' saying for years that that they will use these reactors
Japan js the coming super giant of peacefully, even though they don 't
the Orient and that there are ultra- use their guns, pla'nes, tanks, and
.rightist forces even now operating in
other weapons quite so peacefully .
Japan that may eventualiy come to
At the rate of present nuclearpower.
bomb construction , the U.S . and
I have also said for years that
Russia are going to have e(lough
some kind of configuration, pact, or power to kill each other 100 times
alliance would eventuallY- unite ten over within five years . That projecnations of Europe into nuclear- sution comes from the respected
perpower and that Japan would be .Stockholm International Peace Rethe corresponding power o~ tile East . search Institute, called SIPRI for
It seems that despite the giant nu- short. Their 1 975 yearbook also asclear stalemate that exists between
serts that the two major .world superthe U .S. and the U.S.S.R. , other powers have accumulated more
lesser nations seem bem on creating than 40 ,000 of. the "smaller" tactitheir own nuclear stalemate:
cal nuclear warheads (which include
Apparently , utopia now repre- nuclear artillery shells, torpedoes,
sents' that not-too-far-distant future etc.) with a combin!!d explosive cawhen every country from the Central
pacity of over 700,000,000 tons of
American " banana republics " to the T .N.T. - the equivalent of 35,000
newly emergent Black African na-: Hiroshima-styie bombs .
tions would .have the capacity to inAnd that doesn't include the more
stantly obliterate all other c.ountries
powerful strategic nuclear weapons
on earth - many times over! (The delivered by missile.s. Once the de-
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ployments allowed by the SALT
,talks are completed, the two superpowers would possess 17 ,000 warheads on missiles alone, plus several
thousand more nuclear bombs capable of being delivered by strategic
bombers. That 's a doubling of their
present stockpile .
If such a nuclear-holocaust struck,
there might be a few' Stone Agelevel survivors here and there, eking
out an existence in Africa, central
Australia,' in New Guinea or the
Andes in South America, but that's
no concern at-you or me. If you can
be reached by a mailman to receive
your Plain Truth magazines, you are
also within the -target sight of an
adversary's nuclear bomb .
The S I PR I yearbook further stated
that by 1980, just five years hence,
the nuclear powers would have -accumulated 770,000 pounds of plutonium, the key ingredient for
building nuclear bombs . And even if
safeguards would be 99 .9% effective by 1980 (which they can 't be,
won 't be, and aren't today), enough
plutonium could be diverted without
detection to create new nuclear
weapons at the rate of one a week.
Interesting? No, it's more than
that. It's mind-bending,
And do you know what t;iggered
it all? The excuse is the oil crisis "we've got to hurry up to produce
alternative e'nergy sources ." And , of
course, that 'source is nuclear. Commitments · to build nuclear power
plants outside the U.S. are booming
. by ' an incredible 34% in just one
year!
You can bet they won 't all be used
for "peaceful purposes orily."
In the May 9 , 1975, edition of
New Scientist, Dr. Frank Barnaby,
director of SIPRI , cited some shocking statistics:
" World expenditure . on military
research and development has for
some time been running close to'
$20 billion annually about five
times the money spent worldwide
on medical research . Nearly half a
million scientists and engineers roughly half the world's total scientific and technical manpower - are
employed on improving existing
we~pO(1ry and developing new
weapons. An effort of this magnitude cannot faif to produce striking
-results. 'But it is tragic that so much
of the world 's talent is being devoted to developing military rather
than civilian pro'ducts .
" Thirty years ago, only five countries - the U .S., the U.S.S.R ., the
U.K., Canada, and Sweden - were
major weapon producers. In the
meantime, the number has' steadily
increased so that today there are
over 30 countries involved in this
activity. Others are manufacturing
weapons of foreign de~ign under license .

And what is their motivation? Dr.
Barnaby goes on to .say, " A main
motivation for funding military R&D
is to gain or 'retain superiority over
rivals, actual or perceived . Other factors include prestige , and the desire
for independence from outside arms
suppliers. Whatever the motivations.
may be, the effect of military R&D is
to fuel arms races."
He concludes py saying , " New
weapon systems emerge not because of a specific military requirement but because 'of the sheer
mbmentum of the process ."
l=urther reports from . SIPRI indicate that in the " utopian " world of
the year 2000, 38 nations would be
producing from 13 % to 85 % of
thllir power by nuclear reactors. The
U.S . expects to replace current fossil
fuel consumption with nuclear energy production shortly after the
year 2000. .
This brings us to the problems of
nuclear wastes.
Since the first atom bomb, the
U .S. has amassed over 80,QOO gallons of extremely dangerous nuclear
radioactive wastes, and the bulk of
that is the byproduct from nuclear
weapons research prog rams, dating
clear back to the old Manhattan
project. The remainde~ comes froin
commercial

nuclear power . j"n dus-

tries. And this poison surVives not
just for a mere lifetime or two, but
it survives for hundreds of thousands of years!
Of course, scientists feel they can
hide these poisons by either
thrusting them out into space , or
burying them deep under the sea,
but what about the time when the
whole planet will be run on nuclear
power? How will we get rid of. that
much nuclear waste, a dangerous
commodity that lasts virtually forever?'
Is it any wonder, then , that when
you read Matthew 24 :2 1-22 and
find that Jesus predicted a time '
when all life could be wiped off the
'earth , you are reading the accurate
portrayal of the nuclear-armed twen- :
tieth century? Christ said, "Except
those days should be shortened ,
there should no flesh be saved" (or
"~aved alive" : as Moffatt translates
it) .
.
Maybe you don 't want to believe
in Jesus Christ returning to save a
warring planet from destroying itself, but consider the alternative _
total destruction of perhaps all life
on earth.
As I am saying in my current series of radio' broadcasts, the gospel
of Jesus Christ is newsworthy. It's a
message about today's and tomorrow ' s news headlines . Jesus talked
about the potential death . of our .
planet, but' then he added the good
news: "for the· elect' s 'Sake, those_
da'(s shall be shortened. " 0
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MT. VERNON - WMIX, 940 ke .• 7~30
p.m. daily.
NASHVILLE - WSIX, 980 kc., go30
p.m. Mon.-Sala, 8:00 p:m. Sun.
NEW ORLEANS - WWL. 870 ke., 8:30
- p.m. Moq.-Sat.
OKLAHOMA CITY - KTOK, 1000 ke.,
10:30 p.m. daily.
OMAHA - KLNG, 1490 ke., 6:30 p.m.
daily.
PAMPA - KGRO. 1230. ke., 5:30 p.m.
daily.
.
PEORIA - WMBD, 1470 ke.. 10:30
p.m. daily.
.
SIOUX CITY - KSCJ. 1360 ke., Mon.Sun. 6: 15 p.m.
ST. PAUL - KRSI, 950 ke., 8:00 p.m.
daily.
SAN ANTONIO - ' WOAI. 120!) ke .•
. 5:00 a.m. Mon.-Sat., 10:05 p.m. Sun.
WATERLOO - KXEL. 1540 ke., 8:30
~'M: r1~3~-;:!:'S8~~ p.m. Sun., 105.7
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U,S, STATIONS
Eastern Time
AKRON - WSLR. 1350 ke., 5:00 a.m.
Mon.-Sun.. 10:30 p.m. Mon.-Sun .•
8:30 p.m. Sun.
ASHEVILLE - WWNC, 570 ke .• 11:00
p.m. daily.
BALTIMORE - WBAL, 1090 ke., 8:30
a.m. Sun.
BOSTON - WRYT, 950 ke., 12:30 p.m.
Mon.-Fri., 12:30 p.m. Sun. '
~:!JANOO~A - WDEF, 1370 ke.,
WMAQ, 670

KNUZ. 1230 _ke., 5:30
. a.m. Mon.-Sat.
HOUST.ON - K~RC, 950 ke., 10:30
p.m. Mon.-Sun."
I JA~~A~.~~TY - KMBZ, 980 kc, 10 05

l ~~a~s!~k~J

[lOO00

\ . j,fi'HICAGO -

SAINT JOHN'S . . :. . · YOCM, 590 ke .•
6:30 p.m. daily.
SYDNEY - CJCB, 1270 ke., 6:00 p.m.
daily.
YARMOUTH - CJLS. 1340 ke., 7:00
p.~. Mon.~Sat., 4:30 p.m. Sun .

&

\. iIf'~- ""'""'" l14U'k~
''ROANOKE
WFIR, 960 ke., 7:00 p.m.
daily.
ROCHESTER ..;..... WHAM, 1180 ke.,
11 :30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.• 10:00 a.m. Sun.
SCRANTON - WGB,I, 910 ke., 12:30
p.m. Mon.·Sun.
SPRINGFIELD - WACe, 730 ke., 12
noon daily.
TAMPA - WINO. 1O~0 ke., 12: 1:5 p.m.
daily.
.
TAMPA - WQYK, 1110 k:e., 12 noon,
Mon.-Sat.
TOLEDO - WSPD, 1370 k:e., 10:00
p.m. daily.
WHEELING - WWVA. 1170 kc., 5:00
a.m. Mon.-Fri., 8:30 p.m. Sun.-Fri.,
.
10:30 a.m. &. 11:30 p.m. Sun.

MONTREAL - CFMB, 1410 ke .. 6:30
a.m. Mon.·Sat., 1:30 p.m. Sun.
MONTREAL (French) - CFMB, 1410
ke., 5:00 p.m. Sat. & Sun.
MONTREAL CFOX, , 1470 ke.,
CFGM, 980 ke., 11:00 p.m. Mon.Sat., 9:30 p.m. Sun.
NEW LlSKEARD - CJTT, 1230 ·ke ..
9:00 p.m. daily.
NORTH BAY - C'FCH, 600 ke., 9:00
p.m. daily.
PEMBROKE - CHOV. 1350 kc, ' 8:00
p.m. daily.
SAULT STE.· MARIE - CKCY. 920 ke.,
6:30 p.m. daily.
.
SHERBROOKE - CKTS, 900 ke., 9:30
p.m. Mon.~Fri., 10:30 a.m. Sun.
SMITH FALLS - CJET. 630 ke., 8:30

Central Time
AUSTIN - KLBJ, 590 ke., 5:30 a·.m.
Mon.-Sat., 9:30 a.m. Sun.
BIRMINGHAM - WYDE. 850 ke., 7:00
p.m. Mon.-Sat., 6:30 p.m. Sun.
I)ALLAS - KRlD. 1080 ke., 5:00 a.m.
& 11:00 p.m~ daily.
DES MOINES - ' KWKY, 1150 ke.,
12.:30 p.m. 11 9:30 p.m. daily.
.
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Mountain Time
ALBUQUERQUE - KOB, 770 ke .• 9:30
a.m. Sun., 11:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
CASPER - KTWO, 1030 ke., 6:05 p.m. ,I
& 10:05 p.m ..daily,
'
DENVER - KOA. 850 ke .• 10:30 p.m.
Mon::.Sat. 7:00p.m. Sun.
FLAGSTAFF - KCLS. 60Q ke .. 12:30·
p.m. daily.
KALISPELL - KOFL 1180 ke:. 6:30
p.m. daily.
.
SALT LAKE CITY - KSL. ,1160 ke .•
5:06 a.m. & 1,1:06 p.m. l'4on.-Sa1..
5:30 a.m. &. fl:25 p.m. Sun.
TUCSON - KTUC, 1400 ke .. 12:45 p.m. ,
daily, 99.5 FM. KFMM; 6:oo a.m.
Mon.-Sat., 6:30 a.m. Sun.

Pacific Time
ANCHORAGE - KYAK, 650 ·ke., 9:00
p.m. daily.
COVINA - KGRB, 9oo ke., KBOB.FM,
12 noon Mon.-SaL, 9:00 a.m. Sun.
EUGENE - KORE, 1050 ke .• 7:00 a.m.
d.aily.
FR~o~~S~ . KMJ. 58~ ke .. 9:00 p.m.

t~~.:A'u:~~~~3~·;~~s~L 6:30 p.m.
51:.E. AGATHA (French) - CJSA, 1230
ke., 6:30 p.m. Mon .• Wed., &. Fri.
THUNDER BAY - CKPR, 580 kc., 9:30
. p.m. Sun.
THUNDER BAY .7"" CKPR-FM, 94.3
. me .• 8:30 p.m. daily.
TIMMINS - CKGB,. 6~0 ke., 10:00 p.m.
Sun., 9:30 p.m. Mon.-Sat
Central Time
DAUPHIN - CKDM. 730 ke .. 6:30 p.m.
. '
.
daily.
DRYDEN - CKDR. 900 ke., 7:30 p.m.
Mon.-Fri., 10:30 p.m. Sun.
FT. FRANCES - CFOB. 800 ke .• 7:30
p.m. Mon.-Fri .• 10:30 p.m. Sun.
KEN ORA - CJRl, 1220·ke .• 7:30 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.• 10:30 p.m. Sun.
PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE - .CFRY. 920
ke., 6:30 p.m. daily.
PRINCE ALBERT - CKB!. 900 ke .•

~~~ M~~.-~ri~" 8:00 p.m. Sat., 6:30
REGINA - CKRM, 980 ·ke.. 8:30 p.f!l.
daily.
.
SASKATOON - CFQC, 600 ke., 8:30
p.m. daily.
.
SWIFT CURRENT - CKSW. 1400 ke ..
6:30 p.m .. daily.
YDRKTON - CJGX. 940 ke., 6:30 p.m.
daily.

KENNEWICK - KOTY-AM. 1340 ke ..
12:30 p.m. Mon.-Sal.
LOS ANGELES - KLAC; 570 ke., 10:30
p.m. Mon.-Sat.; 9.:00 a.m. Sun.
PORTLAND - KWJJ, 1080 ke., 8:00
p.m.lyIon.-Sat., 10:00 p.m. Sun.
SAN DIEGO - KSDO. 1130 ke;, 10:30p.m. Mon.-Sun.
SEATTLE - KIRO. 7·10 ke .. 5:00 a.m.
Mon.-Sat, 11:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
SEWARD - KRXA. 950 ke., 12:30 p.m.
Mon.·Sat.
SPRINGFIELD - KORE, 1050 te .• 7:00
a.m. Mon.-~u.Jl.
. .
YAKIMA - KUTI·AM, 980 ke., 9:30
p.m. Mon.-Sun.
YAKIMA - KOTY-AM. 1340 ke., 12:30
p.m. Mon.-Sat. 12:00 p.m. Sun.

Mountain Time
CALGARY - CFCN, 1060 ke.. 11:00
p.m. Sun.-Fri., 8:30 p.m. Sat.
CAM ROSE - CFCW, 790 ke., 8:30

DtW~'O~t~,~S:~K 2~0 lj~·;U~j50 k~..
8:00 p.m. daily.
LLOYQMINSTER - CKSA, 1080 ke.,
7:00 p.m. daily.
.
PEACE RIVER - CKYL, 610 ke., 6:00
a.m( Mon.-Sat., 7:30 p.m. Sun.
·RED DEER - CKRO. 850 ke., 6:30 p.m.
daily.

CANADIAN STATIONS

Pacific Time

Atlantic Time
BAIE-YERTE - CKIM, 1240 ke., 6:30
p.m. daily.
CAMBELLTON - . CKNB. 950 ke., 9:30
p.m. Mon.-Sat.,. 10:00 p.m. Sun.
FREDERICTON - CFNB, 550 kc.,
10:05 p.m. daily.
GANDER - CKGA, 730 ke:, 6:30 p.m.
daily.
GRAND FALLS - CKCM, 620 k"., 6:30
p.m. daily:
MARYSTOWN - CHCM. 560 ke., 6:30
p.m. daily.
MONCTON - CKCW, 1220 ke., 9:30
p.m. Mon.-Sat., 8:00 p.m. Sun:
NEWCASTLE - CFAN, 790 ke., 9:30
~
. p.m. Mon.·Sat., 10:00 p.m. Sun.
SAINT JOHN'S - CFBC, 930 ke .• 8:30
p.rn.daily.
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Mon.~Fri.

kc.~

CINCINNATI - WCKY. 1530 ke., 5:00
·a.m. daily. 12:05 a.m. Mon., 1-:05 .a.m.
Tues.-Sun.
CINCINNATI - WLW, 700 ke., II:(X}
p.m. Sun.
CLEVELAND - WERE, 1300 ke., 11:30
p.m. Mon,-Sat.
DAYTON - WONE. 980 ke.,.1 1:30 p.m.
Mon.-Fri., 8:30 p.m. Sun.
ERIE - WWGO, 1450 ke., 12:00 a.m.
Mon.·Sat.
FLINT - WKMF. 1470 te., 7:00 p.m.
daily.
.
~ HARR'S~U.RG .----c. WHP. 5~Q ke .• 7;30 ~'
p~m. daily.
.
. JACKSONVILLE - WQIK, 1090 ke., 12
noon daily.
KNOXVILLE - WKXV,. 900 ke., 12:30
p.m. Mon.·Fri.; 12:00 p.m. Sun.
LAKE PLACID - WIRD, 920 ke., Mon.Sat. 1:00 p.m ..
LOUISVilLE - WHAS, 840 ke., 11:30
p.m. Mon.-Fri., 8:00 p.m. Sun. ...
MANCHESTER - WFEA. 1370 ke.,
5:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat... 8:QO a.m. Sun.
MIAMI - WIOD, .610 ke .• 8:25 p.m.
- .....Mon.-Sa1.. 8:30 p.m. Sun.
MOBILE - WKRG, 710 ke .• U:30 a.m.
Mon.-Fri., 8:00 p.m. daily. 7:3q a.m.
Sat. &'Sun.
NEW ROCHELLE - WVOX. 1460 ke. ,
""..-2:30 p.m. Mon.·Sat., 10:00 a.m. Sun.
N.EW YORK - .WOR, 710 ke., 6:30 a.m.
& 11:30 p.m. Sun., 10:30 p.m. Mon.· .
Fri.
.
PH ILADELPHIA - WRCP. 1540 ke., 12
noon, Mon.-Sat., 10:30 a.m. Sun.
PITTSBURGH - WPIT, 730 ke., 12
noon, Mon.-Sat.. 11:00 a.m. Sun.
PROVIDENCE - WJAR, 920 ke., II :.30
ii·m. Mon.-Fri., 9:30 p.m. Sun.
R EIGH - .~PTF. 680 ke., I: 15 p.m.
___
" Mon.-Sat., 9.30 a.m. Sun.

BLIND RIYER - CJNR. 730 ke., 6:30
p.m.da'ily..
BRANTFORD - CKPC, 1380 ke., 6:30
p.m.oaily.
CORNWALL - CJSS, 1220 ke., 10:30
p.m. daily.
ELLIOTT LAKE - CKNR, 1340 ke .•
6:30 p.m. daily.
KINGSTON - CKWS, 960 te., 10:30
p.m. Mon.-Fri., ll: 10 p.m. Sat, 10:05
p.m. Sun .
.
KIRKLAND LAKE - CJKL. 560 ke ..
9:00 p.m. daily.
LEAMINGTON - CHYR, 710 ke .•5:30
a".m. & 6:30 p.m. daily.
LINDSAY - CKLY. 910 ke., 8:45 p.m.
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COURTENAY - CFCP, 1440 ke., 9:30
. p.m. daily.
,
GRAND FORKS - CKGF,' 1340 ke.,
9:30 p.m. d~ly.
KAMLOOPS - CFJC. 910 ke .• 10:30
p.m. daily.
KITIMAT - CKTK. 1230 ke., 7:30 p.m.
Sun.
.
OSOYOOS - CKOO. 1240 ke" 9:30
p.m. daily.
PENTICTON CKOK, 800 ke.,
CKOK-FM, 97.1 me., 9:30 p.m.
daily.
PRINCE GEORGE - CKPG. 550 kc .•
8:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 7:_00 a.m. Sun.
PRINCE RUPERT - CHTK, 560 ke ..
7:30 p.m. Sun .
REYELSTOK'f - CKCR. J.340 ke., 8:30
p.m. daily.

S ...t

U,S. STATIONS

PE~~I~O~C~!~3~e~·~~~~RAU.TV,

Eastern Time
AKRON - Channel 23. WAKR-TV. :
10:30 p.m. Sun.
ALBANY -

HOUSTON - Channel 39. KHTV-TV.
.
2:00 p.m. Sun.
HUNTSVILLE - Channel 48, WMSL·
TV, 6:00 p.m. Sun.
KANSAS CITY - Channel 4, WDAF. TV. 1:00 p.m. Sun.
LUBBOCK - Channel 11, KCBD·TV,
12 noon Sun.
LUFKIN - Channel 9. KTRE-TV,
10:30 p.m. Sun.
MCCOOK - 1 :30 p.m. Sun.
MERIDIAN - Channel 11, WTOK·
TV, 10:00 a.m. Sun.
MIDLAND - Channel 2. KMID·TV,
12 noon Sat.
MINNEAPOLIS Channel 11,
WTCN":TV, 9':30 a.m. Sun.
MONROE - Channel 10, KTVE-TV,
5:00 p.m. Sun.
MONTGOMERY Channel 32,
WKAB-TV, 5:00 p.m. Sun.
NASHVILLE - Channel 2, WNGETV, 6:00 p.m. Sat.
NEW ORLEANS - Channel 4, WWLTV,II:ooa.m.Sun.
NORTH PLATTE Channel 2,
KNOP-TV. 6:30 p.m. Mon.
OKLAHOMA CITY - "Channel 5 ,

Channal 10. WTEN-TV . . -

AT~~tAm~a~hannell1,

10:30 a.m. Sun.
ROCKFORD - Channel 13. WREX-

SA~A~~~"I~' ~u~·hanneI12.

KSAT-

WXIA-TV:. ·
TV. 6:30 p.m. Sat.
12 noon Sun.
SHREVEPORT - Channel 6, KTAL><.
BINGHAMPTON. N.Y. _ Channel 20,
TV. 12:30 p.m. Sat.
WICZ-TV, 7:30 p.m. Sat.
SPRINGFIELD, .MO. - Channel 27.
CHARLESTON _ Channel 2. WeBD- '
. KMTC-TV, 9:30 p.m. Sun.
TV. 12:30 p.m. Sun.
SPRINGFIELD. ILL. - Channel 20.

CH~~.LI~:r!n:Su~~annel

9. WSOC·
COLUMBIA - Channel 19. WNOKTV. 5:30 p.m. Sat.
COLUMBUS _ Channel 4. WLWCTV. 10:30 a.m. Sun.
DAYTON _ Channel 2, WLWD-TV.
12 noon Sun.

DE!~0~~~~.ChanneI9, CKLW.TV. 12
FLINT - .Channel 12. WJRT-TV.
10:00 a.m. Sun.
GREENVILLE - Channel 4. WFBCTV. 12 noon Sun.
GREENV.ILLE - Channel 9. WNCTTV. 10:30 p.m. Sun.
INDIANAPOLIS - Channel 4, WITVTV. 12:30 p.lI!.. S3;t.
. JAC~SONVILLE Channel 12.
WTLV-TV. 10:30 a.m, Sun.
JOHNSON CITY - , Channel 11,
WJHL·TV. 10:30 a.m. Sun.
LANSING - Channel 10. WILX-TV.
10:00 a.m. Sun.
NEW YORK - Channel 9. WOR-TV.
. 10:00 p.m. Sun.
PHILADELPHIA Channel 17.
WPHL-TV.II:oop.m. Sun.
PLATTSBURG - Channal 5. WP17.TV. 5:30 p.m. Sat.
PORTLAND ~ Channel 8, WMTW·
. TV. II :30 a.fl).. Sun.
PORTSMOUTH Channel 10,
WAVY-TV. 1:00 p.m. Sun.
PROVIDENCE - Channel 12. WPRITV. 2:30 p.m. Sat. .
SOUTH BEND - Channel 22. WSBTTV. ·4:00 p.m. Sat . .
STEUBENVILLE ":::" Channel 9, WSTVTV, 12 noon Sun.
WASHINGTON. D.C: - Channel 7.
WMAL-TV. 9:30 a.m. Sun.

Ct;ntral Time
ABILENE - Channel 12. KTXS·TV,
5:00 p.m. Su·n.
ALEXANDRIA - Channel 5. KALBTV, 9:30 a.m. Sun.
AMARILLO - Channel 10, KFDATV. 2:00 p .m. Sat.
AUSTIN - Channel 7, KTBC-TV;.
I
, . 11:00 a.m. Sun.
BEAUMONT - Channel 12, KBMT-

BO~E 2~ ki~l~,

p'.~.

10:00
Mon.
and Wed.
CORPUS CHRISTI - Channel 3, .
KIll-TV. 2:00 p.m. Sun.
DALLAS-FT. WORTH - Channel 11,
KTVT-TV. 11:00 p.m. Sun.
DOTHAN - Channel 18, WDHN~TV.
6:30 p.m. Sat.
EL PASO - Channel 13, KELP-TV.
1:00 p.m. Sat.
FARGO - Channel 4. KXJ8~TV , 11:30
p.m. Sun. .
FT. SMITH - Channel 5. KFSM·TV,
I:OOp.m . .sat.
GREAT BEND - Channel 2, KCKT- '
TV. 1:30 p.m. Sun.
GREENVILLE ~ WFBC·TV, 12:00
noon Sun.
HATTIESBURG Channel 7.
WDAM·TV, 12:30 p.m. Sat.

TE;~~~-~' h:~~~i S:~.

KCEN-TV.
II:OOa.m.Sun.
TUPELO . --- Channel 9, WlWV-TV.
5:00 p.m. Sat. ,
TYLER - Channal7, KLTV-TV, 10:30
p.m. Sun.
WI~o~':~u; Channel 3: KARD-TV, 12
WiCHITA . FALLS _ . Channel
KAUZ~TV.II:OOa.m.Sun.
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Mountain Time
BILLINGS - Channel 8. KULR-TV,
5:30 p.m. Sat.
GARDEN CITY Channel 11.
KGLD-TV, 1:30 p.rn. Sun.
PUEBLO - ChannelS, KOAA-TV,
9: 30 a.m. Sat ..
SALT LAKE Cln' - Channel' 5, KSLTV, .I:oo p.m. 'S at.
TUCSON - Channel 9.' KGUN·TV.
12:30 p.m. Su!'-.

Pacific Time ,
ANCHORAGE - Channel 13, KIMO·
TV. 6:30 p.m. Wed.
BAKERSFIELD Channel 23 ,
KERO-TV. 4:30 p.m. Sun.
FRESNO - Channel 24, KMJ· TV,
10:00 a.m. Sun.
.
HOLLYWOOD - Channal9. KHJ-TV.
9:00 p.m. Sun.
HONOLULU """"" Channel 2. KHONTV, 12 noon Sun.
LAS VEGAS - Channel 8, KLAS-TV.
4:00 p.m. Sat.
PORTLAND - Channel 12, KPTV·
TV. 11:00 a.m. Sat.
RENO - Channel 2, KTVN-TV. 3:00
p.m. Sat.
SACRAMENTO Channel 13,
. KOVR-TV, 11:00 a.m. Sun.
SALINAS - Clfenna' 8, KSBW-TV.
3;30 p.m. S.at.
.
SAN LUIS OBISPO - Channel 6,
KSBY-TV, 3:30 p.m. Sun.
SEATTLE - KSTW-TV. 11:00 p.m.
Sun.
S.POKANE - Channal 6, KHQ-TV.
7:30 p.m. Sat.
.
TACOMA - Channel 11. KSTW-TV.
10:30 p.m. Sun.

CANADIAN STATIONS
Atlantic Time
HALIFAX - Channel 5, CJCH-TV,
2:30 p.m. Sun.
.
MdNCTON/SAINT JOHN. - Channel
2. CKCW-TV. 2:3Q p.m. Sun.
SAINT JOHN - Channel 6 , CJON.
1:00 p.m. Sun.
SYDNEY - Channel 4. CJCD-TV, 2:30
, p.m. Sun.
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LOOKING AHEAD
TO EUROPE'S FUTURE
An Exclusive Interview With Prime Minister Leo
Tindemans of Belgium, conducted by Plain Truth
Editor Garner Ted Armstrong

Chri:r/ophersOl! _

Pfllin TrUll!

LEO TINDEMANS: " We don't have a
single voice in world politics. "

Q: Mr. Prime Minister, in opening
re marks yesterday at the NATO Summit
Conference, you expressed hope for
progress toward European unification.
Has there I)een any substantial progress
in this direction?
A: Well, let me say that we are still
working in Europe on the basis of the
Treaty of Rome and the Treaty of Paris
with the Coal and Steel authority. At
one of the [European ] summits in the
month of December '74, I was charged
with making a report on the future of
Europe. What does it mean to make a
European union? You know in the sixties European political leaders were always speaking of a community economic and political community. In
the 60s, it was a political union. Now it
is "European Union." What is it exactly?
What does it mean? I have to make a
report to define the [concept of a] Euro-

pean union.
But, for the moment, I think with the
economic difficulties, and the energy
crisis, Europe is not in good shape. We
don't know for the moment exactly what
we want. So there is a need for more
thinking and discussion about the future
of Europe. I think we must know in
Europe what we want together, and
even within the framework of NATO we
will be stronger and unity will be much
more consolidated if we in Europe know
exactly what we want.
Q: Just how much are you prepared
to say in advance of the release of your
report to the heads of state?
A: Well, it is difficult for the moment;
I am just like the novelist that said, "My
novel is made. I've just to write it. It's
not prepared. I have to do the work and
to write it." Because in Paris they asked
if we each could make a report on the

basis of three other ones, [prepared by]
the Court of Justice. Parliament and the
Commission in Europe. I have to make
my own report and express my own very
personal view, having heard all of these
people. I have visited, up until now, two
capitals and the other ones will be visited in the month of June and in the
month of July. II is very interesting for
me to hear how political leaders , trade
union leaders, leaders of employers' organizations. of farmers' organizations. of
women's organizations - how they think
about Europe. And I think we have to
take into account what the political
leaders of the future are thinking at the
moment of Europe. They are ahead of
their own government, their own political parties. That is what I found already,
in two capitals.
Q: I Would like to pOInt out a problem
that is obviously common to many European countries - yours [Belgium] in
particular. That is runaway inflation and
increasing unemployment, as viewed
from the potential of a new Arab oil
embargo. Now, as we know the southern
Hank of NATO is its weakest point, with
Greece and Turkey the problems there.
And of course, NATO is not equipped to
deal , really, with the Middle East.
Should there come renewed hostilities
and the resultant energy crisis, which
would further really impact on the economies of Europe, what do you feel
would be the European response?
A: Of course, I think one of the biggest dangers for Europe - for the whole
Western world, but especially for Europe - is a new possible oil crisis. Our
economy is based on oil as you know,
and if there is a rise in prices, or boycott
of supplying oil, we will be in a very,
very difficult situation, that's clear. One
of the weak points of Europe is that we
don't have a common energy policy for
the moment. We had several discussions
in 1974, and in the month of February,
Secretary of State Kissinger made proposals, then the European Commission
made proposals, France made proposals. But we did not attain a common
agreement on a common attitude here.
II is a very big point in the actual crisis, J
think.
On the other hand, I regret that Europe isn't playing a bigger part in the
Middle East. I think we are in a good
situation to eventually make new proposals or to restore equilibrium in the
Middle East. The Common Market
signed a preferential agreement with
Israel in the month of May, and similar
agreements will be signed in the next
month with the Arab states. On the
other hand, we did [make a] big effort in
favor of some of these states - the Maghreb states - half already have special
ties with the Common Market. So we

are in a very good position. Why didn't
we do it [playa bigger direct rol;: in the
Middle East]? Well, it is always tlle same
difficulty. We don't have political unification. We don't have a single voi.ce in
world politics.
Q: You have mentioned many limes
former President Kennedy's stress on
equal partnership between Europe and
the United States. And you talked of
mutual Obligations - obviously referring to ecology, food and population,
crime - all of the problems, domestic or
geopOlitical, of the world. But wouldn't
this also of necessity have to include
Europe becoming a third major nuclear
power?
A: Well, I like very much the formula
used by President Kennedy. I was in the
United States at that time, and I found it
always the most beautiful political idea I
had heard, in order to define the best
relationships or relationship between the
United States and Europe - equal partners hip. I think that for a small country
like Belgium the best one is still equal
partnership. We think in Europe that we
can have an Atlantic alliance. and more
European unification. So, nuclear power
is one of the very big problems in the
defense system. Shall we have in Europe
our own nuclear capability - a defense
system based on nuclear arms? Not for
the moment. It's a very difficult problem, and let me say that the smaller
countries in Europe like to be protected
by the American umbrella . Now with
the revolution in Southeast Asia. and
other defense problems in Europe, some
voices are speaking of the credibility of
the American protection, and are working in favor of an [independent] European nuclear defense. I think, for the
moment, we don 't like that. But how it
will be seen in the future, I don't know.
For the moment, it is only a question of
cooperation between Great Britain. between France - because they have a
certain nuclear defense, as you know.
But for the moment, we in a general way
prefer to have an American umbrella.
Q: In the event of a growing nuclear
Europe, would there not be, of necessity,
other nations in Europe who would have
to join what we call the "'nuclear club"
and manufacture their own nuclear
weapons?
A: You know, it is not a good thing in
itself, when we spread nuclear arms.
And when they are possessed by several
countries, it means greater danger for
peace in the world. All political leaders
in the world are not wise men, and so we
can have an accident sooner or later. I
think we must put these arms together
as much as possible, and there is an
international agreement against spreading nuclear weapons, as you know.
Should the French and the British decide to put their nuclear arms together
eventually, it would be a good thing, I
think. But on the other hand, I must
repeat, the smaller countries in Europe
still ha ve confidence in the American
umbrella.
Q: Mr. Tindemans, in your opening
remarks at the NATO Summit Conference you mentioned the need for creating a climate in which we can tackle and
overcome the main problems confronting humanity together. And you
stressed the need for a United Europe in

that regard. Now obviously, the main
problems confronting humanity 3re
manifold ; such as food, population, the
deep inflation of many countries in Europe, the joblessness which afflicts the
United States, as well as Belgium ,
Would you like to address yourself to
the >form of tackling some of these problems in any united sense? We might
view it from the microcosm of your own
country of Belgium, or Europe.
A: Yes, we are in a difficult situation
here in Western Europe, and also in
Belgium. Let's consider Belgium as a
little part. isolated for the moment. We
have problems - inBation, unemployment, unemployment of youngsters.
And it's not easy to fight these problems
because Belgium is a very open country.
We are exporting more than 40% of
what we produce in this country. So. if
there is a recession in other countries,
they don't buy in Belgium, and we have
unemployment in Belgium. We are living off the world economy. If the world
economy is in bad shape, we are victims
here in this country, I think these are the
big problems, as you said, populatiop,
food , energy, environment, crimes in the
world, difficulties with youngsters. And
we should all work together to solve
these problems. One of my fears is that
we will go back to a situation just as it
existed before the war between, let me
say, '32 and '38 or '39 - with economic
crises, with unemployment and with no
view of the future. One of the reasons
why I am in favor of a united Europe. or
a more united Europe, is that we have to
give an ideal to the young people. In
politics, what are we working for? What
is the world we have to propose to them?
And we think in that field we could do
something. . we could give another
face here in Europe, at least, to the
world we want to create.
Q: Turning back to NATO again for a
moment, President Ford has delivered
his preliminary address now, during
which time he reaffirmed that even
though there are ups and downs, setbacks and reversals inside the American
country, the United States is nevertheless a strong nation. He reaffirmed
America's commitment to NATO. How
do you feel his words were received by
the assembled prime ministers?
A: I think they were very, very well
received. It was a good speech, full of
ideas, and believe me, I don't say that to
Hatter him or the United States. He
didn't avoid the difficulties. He said we
have to strengthen democratic institutions; we have to strengthen the alliance; we must examine the relations
between ourselves and with other states.
I think it was a very good speech.
Q: Perhaps I'm asking you a little
more of a personal question, but what is
your personal impression of Gerald
Ford? Do you feel that he is a strong
President? Many are calling him a weak
President, merely because he was not
elected through normal procedures?
A: This is the first time I met him. I
must say he made a very good impression as an open-minded, simple, very
objective statesman. Of course, your system of elections is not known in my
country nor in Europe. But the impression he made here, and I heard it from
several colleagues, was a very good one.
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Q; The pomt is.. brought up time and
again that the United States presently
exists under what they call a weak President, a divided Congress, and a public
which is increasingly drifting toward
isolatio~m. It has been said repeatedly
that middle echelon people in government in Europe doubt that the American people, no matter what a president
might say, would be willing to go along
with' commitment of troops and of
weapons iii any new contlict outside the
United States. Do you feel that this is an
accurate assessment?
A; First of-all, we have the problem of
the institutions in a modem democratic
state. I think we will never have ideal
institutions. You can have them on
paper, but they must work. And they
must work with living people, so you
.have your institutional problems; f,?r ex-

ample, a !Ilajority in Congress that is not
of the same tendency of ideas as the
President. W!'-have problems in Belgium. We have a linguistic problem, as
you know, an~ so on. And I' think aU
over the world, at least for the moment,
there are very acute problems with the
democratic institutions. On your second
question, I'm glad you are speaking of
the personality. of the President, because
even in my country, and ·in other COUlltries, I hear more and more people say
we need a strong man. You know. there
3rc seven:"l meai::J.ings - several ideas

about what ihat means - a strong man
in politics. I'm a little bit afraid of the
:.... _ _ cxpression "strong man': beoa~e gefore
the war, in the toialitarian systems, they
were always looking for "strong man."
And we know now what it meant at that
time. I don't think it was in ihat sense
that you were speaking of a strong man.
Well, I remember being a student at that
time, when Mr. Truman became President 'of the United States. In . all the
newspapefli in your country .were complaints that he was not anything extraordinary. Afterwards he improved to be
an excellent President of the United
States, and .he took decisions that other,
maybe stronger men, . or .
~ith a
stronger reputation, would not have
taken. So, I will give credit to the actual
President of the United States, He has .excuse me for saying it in this way - to
learn his job, and it is the most difficult
one that exists in the world. It's far from

a

men

an easy one . .

I think with his open character, with
his open mind and with his yery good
advisefli, Mr. Ford will do a good job.
That's my opinion.
¥our third question w.as about the future. Well, I think there is a will - a
political will in the United States and in
several .European states, to have better
cooperation, better undeflitanding and
to come closer to each other in order to·
aCt on ' a common basis. And, as we saw

already, th.e problems are the same inall
modem industrialized countries. We
should make a bigger effort in order to
find common solutions for these prohlems. The only issue is an operation of
survival and it is the best policy we can have.
GTA; Thank you very much, Mr.
Tindemans. We appreciate. so much
your taking time out to visit with"us jn
your very hectic schedule at the NA1;0
Summit · Conference here in Brussels. 0
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orchidst~nlons
lellers
High Compliments on the attack in your
bright, informative May 24th issue against
the "sex-is-sinful" flawed concept. I confirm. your view ~ discussing "Sex in Marriage" in my new "heartblood" book,
Cons~ious Happiness: How to Get More
Out of Living. ... More power and happiness to you and your readers.
Samm Sinclair Baker,
Mamaroneck, NY

• Mr. Baker -has authored 22 other
books. including five best-sellers co-authored
witf!.J)r. Irwin Stillman.
I sub~t the enclosed copies from The
Documents of Vatican n as contradictory
to your statement that ·certain attitudes
toward sex, which you .mention in Part I of
The Missing Dimension in Sex are the
teaching of the Roman Catholic
Church.. .

Paul Anthony,
Canton, OH
• Mr. Armstrong was clearly referring to
the historical development ofCatholic teaching.s on sex,' which still permeate many cultures. The teachings_ of Vatican lIon ·the
subject are very enlighten.ed, and they parallel Mr. Armstrong's teachings on the subject
in many points. He in no way meant to cast'
aspersions on the conte,!,porary Catholic
Church or its current teachings on sex
withi~ marr.iage.

While reading the May 24 copy of Ploin
Truth. I came uE,On a gross contradiction in
logic. or so it appears to me. While I do .not
in any way condone rape, and believe in
the death sentence for rapists who injure a
woman in the use of force, I do not believe
that most women do not want to be raped.
. In fact it would appear they want desper-

own ' sex. W hen speaking about the myth
that "women secretly 'want it,'" you said
that this myth persists among men. but that
we women know better. I'm afraid that a
rather large percentage ' of women who
have not been raped believe that in most
cases those ,who have been raped "asked
for it" .... Even some women who have
been raped feel somehow thl\t they deserved it, that they themselveS are so~e
how guilty. They are made to feel that way
'partly because of their upbringing, the idea
that all w.omen are evil because it was Eve
who tempted Adam ... the double stan-

Please do not send the Plain Truth magazine anymore. It only deals in negative
issues of the world.

. Mrs. Mari 0.,
Princeton, Minnesota

. Regarding "Astrology," May 3. There is
much wrong with modem as~rology. But its
basic principle, cosmic inftuence, is scientific. Cosmic radiations can occur at the
. frequencies of brain waves and thereby
cause behavioral and health side effects.
The 21st century science will realize this.
Planetary ~ositions focus and tune ~smic
radiations.
Of ronrse, I don' t expect you to publish
my comment as it exposes an ignorance
and fallacy in your views of astrology. You
suppres~ lhe ' most intelligent criticisms.
Stop masquerading as the plain truth. You
are profoundly ignorant, sincerely deluded,
vain and incapable of the insigh,ts ,above.
In other;'Words, you are clearly false proph-

ets.

dard alloWing sons (but not daughters) to
"sow therr wild oats," and partly because
of the myths mentioned in your article.. , .
1 was very happy to read about myth

number 3 - rapists as "helpl~ victims of
desire."' This is the view my husband leans
toward - "The poor guy had to do it." He
doesn't realize, and most men probably
don't, that rape is viol,ent, an act .of hatred,
as you pointed out, an act of revenge and
not desire. Fewer women would have to
fear "rejection by husband, family or
friends" if more men (and women) realized
the violent nature of this crime. I feel this
was not stressed enough in the article. I
thhlk o( desire as a positive thing, a part of
love. Desire and hatred are mutually exclusive, and rape is an· act ofhatre~ . ~
Georgia Rider,
·

Carbondale, IL
h th
11

1 lik e. th e ne~ PT Wlt
e rea y ~p-todate shorter articles. Have always ~nJoyed
Mr. Art Buchwald's column. Keep It coming. And Mr. Rader haS astonishing wisdom. Mr. David Jon Hill's columns are

Dr. A. H. Klotz,
Babylon, NY

Your article in April 19 Plain .Truth is

fine but for' that last paragraph, "I don't
care if, you smoke. It's your life." There
may be a lot of retarded smqkers but iri ...
this day and age, the nonsmoker does not
have to. remain retarded on the subject of
what tobacco smoke does to him.
Read '"The Health Consequences of
Smoking" issued out of the U.S. Govem~
ment printing office, Washington, D.C.,
20402 (or 1972. This particular issue carries

a great deal of information about what
tobacco smoke does to the nonsmoker.
V. A. Haviland,-

Seattle, WA
Your admiration of Thieu of Saigon was
truly premature: He escaped (in our Air
Force plane) ' ~th 10 tons of .possessions,
close relatives and $73 million. The actionS
of a truly "noble" man?
.... I hope ou rint this but I doubt you
ill
y
P
w .
Nadine Kruger,

New York, NY

good, down-to-earth thoughts.
Mrs. Thomas Johnson,

Lincoln, NE

Orchids to Gerhard O. Marx for his article in the March 22, 1975 issue of Plain
ately to be raped.
Tnith. "The Pope's Drive for ReconciliaIf most women are . in fear of rape and
'tion" was wen written and theologically
are repulsed by it, I dare you tell me why
impartial.
they show more and more of themselves"'in
It is not often that a fundamentally Protheir dress 'and manner, why they are ~n
. testant publication treats such subjects obstantly teasing men on the street, on TV, at . jectively, Le., without resorting to ridicule
work, etc. The average woman of today
or distortion.
dresses like . a whore of five or ten years
However, I think the word "appeal"
ago. Now who is fooling who? Men are the
would have been better in the title than
victims of rape more than women. .
"drive." The word "drive" sounds so agI think women are the cause of 75% of
gressive and ·is reminiscent of military mathe increase i~ rape in the world tOc;lay. If
neuvers. Catholics and Protestants may be
rape is to be greatly redu~d, women must
at·w.a r in Northern Ireland (notice I did not
change their way of dress and the 'w anton
say Christians), .but there is no need for
way they act Legalized prostitution would
such conftict here in America, and there is
be a big help, a vast help. If these two
no need for belligerent semantics. Watch
conditions came to pass, rape would be
it, Gerhard!
90% reduced, or more.
William B. Sexton,
Vincent Schiavo,
Shelby,OH

Brooklyn, NY

1 have just finished reading part' IV of
I want to commend you on a very well"The Incredible Human . Potential . . . The
researched, well-written article. I have read _ Missing Dimension in Knowledge," and
a lot about rape in recent 'years, but f..ew
firmly belic::ve that you were directly inarticles reveal as plainly and succinctly as
spired by God to write this great message. I
yours the legalities surrounding a rape
was shocked by the words, "the awesome
~e, and the profeSsional attitudes the vichuman . potential . .. is infinitely superior
,tim must face when reporting a rape.
and higher than Lucifer's" - b)1t it is so
I must point out, however, an opportutrue! Please keep up_the great work.
nity you missed to show how linle IJ?en and
Barbara Hawkins,
women know about the members of their
Corona, NY

In , the article, "Ancient Spirits Haunt
Modem Science" in the May 3, 1975 Plain
Truth, the-quote from New Scientis,t on Uri
Geller is not their latest word. Later they
devoted most of an issue to an investigation of him and reported "that ~ery Geller
event that I aw-1d investigate in detail had
a normal explanation that was more. prob-able than the par.a normal one" (New Scientist, 17 ·Oct. 74 ) . These normal
explanations were standard ' magicians'

tricks, such as sleight of hand while the
audience's attention is diverted.

William Franklin,
Cambridge, MA
I appreciate your column "What Our
Readers Say." The fact that each month
you pupllsh a column devoted to the criticism of your publications proves your sincerity. I have been a subscriber to your
magazine for 2 years. I save all of the issues
because your predictions usually tum out
to be right You are pessimistic about this
era and society we live in, but your pessimism is pqsitive because it is the only way to
make people think. In a materialistic world
which opposes spiritual life, your mag~ine
is ,a means to help me understand the ,problems that face us today and then to analyze
them. Your statement is goo~ in the light ·
of your publications. It is always better to

be accused of telling the truth than to be
accused -of hiding it
Anonymous,
Fra'nce
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. Fargo, North Dakota

KXJB-TV 4, Mon. July 28. 7:00 pm
•

Minot, North Dakota
KXMC·TV 13. Wed. July 30, 7:00 pm

,

.

,

'. :

I

Le)Cington. Kentucky
WLEX·TV 18, FrL Aug. 1, 9:00 pm

.

EVMsv11le. Indiana

•

WFIE·TV 14, Wed. Aug. 6. 8 :00 pm

..

.

•

Eugene: Oregon

KVAl-TV 13, Wed. Aug. 20. 10:00 pm
Grand Junction, Colorado
KREX·TV 5. Fri. Aug. 22 . 9:00 pm
•

Rapid City. South Dakota
KOT~·TV

•

,

3, Tues. Aug. 26. 9;00 pm
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Canadian viewers: Watch local T.V.
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